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Abstract :This report summarises the activities carried out in the
Solid State Physics Division at Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC)
covering the period from 1991—1992. The activities are reported in
the form of individual summaries arranged under headings: Research
Activities, Instrumentation
and Software Development. The main
research activity of the Division is centred around the utilisation
of the neutron beams at the Dhruva and Cirus reactors. A number of
research proposals from the universities, funded by the Inter
University Consortium come under the category of powder diffraction
studies. Another area of research where there is a good demand from
universities is in the field of small angle neutron scattering. In
addition
to
the
neutron
beam
research,
a
number
of
other
investigations pertaining to Raman Scattering, Liquid Crystals, Model
Membranes, Magnetism, Protein crystallography etc have contributed
significantly to the research programme. The fully indigenous guide
laboratory is expected to become operational soon. A list of
published papers, internal reports and submitted theses is given at
the end.
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FOREWORD

This is the second report since inception of the Solid State Physics Division summarising the activities carried out in the Division. The report covers the calendar years 1991
and 1992. There has been some avoidable delay in bringing out this report which it is
hoped will not recur in future.
The main research activity in the Division is centred around the utilisation of the
neutron beams at the Dhruva and Cirus reactors. The studies consist of crystal structure
analysis - both in single crystalline specimens as well as powder samples, studies on
magnetic systems on the polarised neutron spectrometer, studies on liquid and
amorphous systems etc to mention a few. A number of research proposals from the
universities, funded by the Inter University Consortium come under the category of
powder diffraction studies. Another area of research where there is a good demand from
universities is in the field of small angle neutron scattering.
In addition to the neutron beam research, a number of other investigations pertaining
to Raman Scattering, Liquid Crystals, Model Membranes, Magnetism, Protein
crystallography etc have contributed significantly to the research programme.
The research activities are being augmented by the installation and commissioning of
additional experimental facilities. Efforts to install the Cold and Hot neutron sources,
which seem to have crossed the initial evaluations reasonably well, are being pursued.
The fully indigenous guide laboratory is expected to become operational soon.
The spectrometer shipped to Bangladesh has been installed and commissioned. The
instrument has performed extremely satisfactorily over a two year period. Our scientists
have had access to the ISIS pulsed neutron source at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
for carrying out a few advanced neutron experiments.
Members of the Division have been involved in organising the DAE Solid State
Physics Symposia on a regular basis; needless to say mat this is one of the largest
symposia in the country and one which die condensed matter scientists look forward to
year after year for exchanging information in this active field.

(K.R.Rao)
Head, Solid State Physics Division
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Research Activities

section Al: Neutron Diffraction from Crystals
NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDY OF PHASE TRANSITION IN TINO3
(P.U.M. Sastry, H. Rajagopal, M. S. Somayazulu and A. Sequeira)
TINO-j (phase III) is ferroelastic at room temperature with
orthorhombic symmetry (Pnma}. It transforms to rhombohedral phase
(II) at 349 K, which is also ferroelastic and then to cubic phase
(I) at 416 K. The transition to phase II and I is expected to be
through re-orientation of nitrate groups, but their structures
are not determined so far. To probe the nature of these phase
"transitions, a single crystal neutron structural study has been
initiated. The structural refinement of phase III has been
completed using neutron diffraction data recorded on the 4-circle
neutron diffractometer (wavelength = 1.216 A) at Dhruva reactor.
The crystal obtained by solution growth ( 5 x 4 x 2 . 5 m m 3 in size)
is oriented with its b-axis along the phi-axis
of
the
diffractometer. Some of the refined parameters are listed below.
From the refined values of mean square amplitudes of thermal
motion of all the atoms, the librational and translational motion
of the two planar N 0 3 groups, one parallel to b-axis
and the
other perpendicular to b-axis has been examined using rigid body
analysis. It is observed that both the N 0 3 groups have larger
librations about an axis perpendicular to their p l a n e s . In
particular, the N 0 3 group perpendicular to b-axis, N(2)0 3 has
larger libration compared to the other group, N(1)0 3 .
TINO3
Z = 8
a = 12.355 A, b = 8.025 A, c = 6.298 A
Thermal vibrations
N(1)0 3
libration
(Deg)

angles

(p,q,r) made by the axis

of libration w.r.t. a,b,c-axes
6.01
84.59,

8.11,

95.74

131.6,

80.85,

43.11

42.27,

90.57,

47.93

6.53
7.90
N(2)0 3
libration
(Deg)

angles

(P/q,r)
made
by
the
of libration w.r.t. a, b, c-(Deg)

7.36

24.22

90.0

114.2

8.78

90.0

0.0

90.0

6.51

90.0

90.0

0.0

High pressure Physics Division

1

(Deg)

EFFECT OP PARTIAL CATIOKIC SUBSTITUTIONS ON IONIC
CONDUCTIVITY AND DIELECTRIC BEHAVIOUR OP KTiOP04 (P-U.M. Sastry,
M.S. Somayazulu and A. Sequeira)
To investigate the effect of partial substitution of Zr, Nb
and sn in polycrystalline KTiPO* on its structure and properties,
ionic conductivity (S(w)), dielectric constant (E(w)) and loss
factor (tan d) are measured in the frequency range 0.1 KHz-100
KHz and the temperature range 23 0 K-3 00 K. Change of slope is
observed in S(w) in all these compounds at a temperature (Tc) and
Tc is shifted by 7 K due to Zr substitution. Observed enhancement
of S(w) by an order of magnitude in "Nb-substituted compound • is
correlated to vacancy effects created at K
ion sites due to
substitution with Nb. From the measured frequency dispersion of
S(w), the ion hopping frequency (wp) is estimated in all. these
compounds. Variation of S(w) with temperature (Fig.l), with
frequency at room temperature (Fig.2) and dispersion of E(w) and
tan ^ (Fig 3) are shown below.
* High Pressure Physics Division
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NEUTRON STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISATION OF QUENCHED AND FURNACE
COOLED SAMPLES OF FERROELECTRJC Bi 2 PbNb 2 0 7 ( A.Sequeira,
H.Rajagopal and E.C.Subba Rao )
Polycrystalline Bi 2 PbNb 2 0 7 shows remarkably different
dielectric behaviour depending on the heat treatment adopted
during synthesis. To identify possible structural, features
responsible for changing the Tc and the width of the
ferroelectric transition, a neutron powder diffraction study of
these inaterials has been carried out. Neutron results are unable
to establish exact distribution of the B i 3 + and P b 2 + ions between
perovskite and rock-salt sites. However, the perovskite (A) sites
show a marginally higher occupancy in the quenched sample (1.03)
relative to the furnace cooled sample (1.02), with respect to
scattering amplitude of Bi, thereby indicating a higher Pb 2 + /Bi 3 +
ratio at A-sit.es for the quenched sample. The larger canting of
the adjacent NbO g octahedra and structural distortions observed
for quenched sample seem to support the higher Tc observed for
it. Figure below shows a view of relative structural distortions
for the two samples.
Tata Research Development and Design Centre, Pune.
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NEDTRON STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF SUPERCONDUCTING Bi 2 Sr,CU0 6 AND
Bi2_ x Pb x sr 1 oLa 0 2Cu°6+Jc ^x=i>» 0.02) (K.Rajagopal, A. sequeira,
J.V.Yakhmi,"P.V.P.S.S.Sastry and R.M.Iyer )
The influence of incorporation of La- and Pb- ions on the
structural features of Bi-220l system has been investigated by
Rietveld refinement of the neutron diffraction patterns of
samples with three different compositions viz (a) Bi 2 Sr 2 Cu0 6 with
Tc=9.5K
(b) B;i-2Srl. 8 L a 0.2 C u °6+k with Tc=16.5K
and
(c)
Bi 1 _ 8 Pb 0>2 Sr- L oLa 0 oCu6c +k with Tc=21K. The samples were" in the
form of "cylindrical pellets ( 6g, 12mm dia and 12mm height) '(
wavelength = 1.216 A ) . All possible positional, thermal (B) and
occupancy (N) parameters were varied in addition to the cell
parameters, half width parameters, zero angles, the scale factor
and background parameters. The large fraction of vacancies
observed at Bi-,Sr-,Cu- and 0(2)- sites in the samples A
get
filled up on substitution "of La in the sample B. However these
vacancies reappear to a small extent for the sample C . The 0(3)ions belonging to the Bi- double layer are found to be disordered
for all the three samples, though the nature of the disorder is
highly sensitive to the type of substitution. A correlation
exists between bond valence of the Cu-sites and the measured Tc
value of the three samples. Schematic view of the refined crystal
structure for the samples B and C is shown in Fig.l and Fig.2

Fig.l

Bi 2 Sr 1 . 8 La 0 > 2 cu 2 o 6 + x
5

Fig.2

Bi x . 8 Pb 0 m 2 Sr 1 , 8 La 0 . 2 Cu 2°6+x

respectively and the structural
very similar to these of C.
Chemistry Division

6

features for the sample A' are

1

SINGLE CRYSTAL NEUTRON STUDY OP Ba Q # 9 2 C a 0.O8 T i 0 3
(H.Rajagopal, P.U.M.Sastry, A.Sequeira' B.AlDasannacharya
P.Ramasamy )

and

The nature of ferroelectric transition in BaTi03 is known to
be highly sensitive to substitution of Ca ions either at Ba sites or Ti - sites. To investigate this, a
single crystal
neutron study of the title compound in the room temperature
tetragonal phase (Space Group P4mm) has been carried out. Single
crystal of this compound (size =
3.3 x 2.4 x 1.9 mm
) was
obtained by flux growth using BaCO.,, Ca0 3 and Ti0 2 as starting
materials and KF as flux. Intensities of 88 independent
reflections covering half the reciprocal sphere within the limit
sin e / X = 0.5 A - 1 were recorded using the single crystal
neutron diffractometer at Dhruva reactor. The refined cell
parameters are a = b
3.982(3) A and c = 4.008(3) A. The
diffraction profiles were as sharp as expected for a
single
domain specimen. Nevertheless, the structure refinements were
carried out using both single and multi domain models. The latter
were carried out by suitable modification of the least squares
program (TRXFLS) to account for contributions from three possible
type of twin domains (viz; XYZ, YZX, ZXY ) related by 3-fold axis
of the prototype cubic symmetry, with variable fractions. Both
the single and multi domain models yielded comparable R
(on F)
values of 2% and 1.98% respectively, thereby ruling out the
existence of multi domains in the specimen crystal above the
significance level of 5% . The refinement showed the Ca- ions
substitute exclusively at Ba - sites and lead to shrrtening of
the c-axis by 0.6% . The apical Ti-O(l) and Ba-O(l) bonds areshortened to 2.121 A and 2.817 A as compared to the values of
2.172 A and 2.842 A respectively reported for pure BaTiO-j. The
calculated polarisation value per unit cell is 42 x 10 esu cm
for the Ca doped sample as compared to the value of 51 x 10 esu
cm
for pure BaTio3. This difference in the polarisation value
may perhaps be responsible for the anomalous dielectric behaviour
observed upon substitution of Ca in (Ba/Ca)Ti03.
Crystal Growth Centre, Anna University, Madras 25.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL

INVESTIGATION

ON MULTIPLE

SMALL-ANGLE

SCATTERING (S.Mazumder, A.Sequeira, S.K.Roy* and A.R. Biswas**)

To e x p e r i m e n t a l l y i n v e s t i g a t e a few s a l i e n t f e a t u r e s of t h e
formalism / 1 - 5 / on m u l t i p l e s m a l l - a n g l e s c a t t e r i n g proposed by
u s , an e x p e r i m e n t h a s been c a r r i e d o u t w i t h two b i d i s p e r s e
alumina samples using t h e SANS spectrometer / 6 / a t t h e CIRUS
r e a c t o r in Trombay.

1.0

0.9 -

SAMPLE. -1

+

— e?LAUV^

0.8

0.6

0.5

+

0.4

0

1

2

0 (degree)
8

3

The two samples have been prepared by mixing two different
grades of alumina powders in approximately 1:3 and 3:1
proportions. The nominal particle sizes for these powders, as
indicated by the supplier and verified by the SEM studies, are
600 A and 2500 A. These sizes are much larger than the limit
accessible (about 350 A) by the instrument under single
scattering approximation. The thickness and the packing fraction
of sample-1 are 1.864 cm and 0.3157 respectively. The
corresponding figures for sample-2 are 1.530 cm and 0.4008.
It is confirmed from the observed scattering profile (shown
in figure), that the interparticle interference peak, generally
observed in concentrated systems, does not manifest in multiple
small-angle scattering profile as predicted by the theory / 2 / .
The analysis of the scattering data shows that the extractable
size from the Guinier regime of the profile, as indicated by the
formalism, is in good agreement with that estimated from the
prior knowledge about the samples when both bidispersity and
multiple scattering have been accounted for. A comparison has
also been made between the results obtained in the data analysis
both by ignoring and accounting for multiple scattering effects
and bidispersity of the sample. The comparison indicates the
extent of the error incurred in the data analysis, when the
detailed accounting of multiple scattering and dispersity of the
sample are not met.
An effort is on to estimate, employing the maximum entropy
formalism, the particle size distribution in a polydisperse
sample from the moment ratio extracted from a
small-angle
scattering profile.
'Metallurgy Division
/l/
/2/
/3/
/4/
/5/
/6/

S. Mazumder
S. Mazumder
S. Mazumder
S. Mazumder
S. Mazumder
J.A.E.Desa,
Solid State

""Atomic Fuels Division

and A. Sequeira, Pramana-J.Phys. 30, 557 (1988)
and A. Sequeira, Phys. Rev. B 39, 6370 (1989)
and A. Sequeira, Phys. Rev. B 41, 6272 (1990)
and A. Sequeira, Physica B 174, 200 (1991)
and A. Sequeira, J. Appl. Cryst. 25, 221 (1992)
S.Mazumder, A.Sequeira and B.A.Dasannacharya,
Physics Symposium, India, 28C, 318-(1985)
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Section A2: Neutron Scattering from Micelles, Liquids and Liquid
Crystals
STRUCTURAL TRANSITIONS OP CTAB MICELLES IN THE PRESENCE OF
n-OCTYLAMINE : A SANS STUDY* (P.S. Goyal, K.S.Rao, D. Prasad
and H.N. Singh )
n-Octylamine, a medium chain length amine, is somewhat amphiphilic in nature. In CTAB solutions, n-Octylamine can either
form its own micelles, or get solublized in CTAB micelles or form
mixed micelles. To answer some
of these questions, SANS from
CTAB/Octylamine solutions have been studied using SANS
spectrometer at Cirus. Fig.l shows the typical data. It is seen

16
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that peak in the measured distribution shifts to lower Q values
as
more and more of n-Octylamine is added to CTAB solutions.
These studies revealed that CTAB
and n-Octylamine form mixed
micelles in water/1/. The
relative aggregation numbers of the
two constituents of the micelles as obtained from above data are
given in Table I for different experimental conditions.
Aggregation

Octylamine
Cone. ( M )
0. 0
0. 02
0. 04
0. 06
0. 08
0. 08
0. 08
0. 08

Table I
Numbers for micelles in 0.1M CTAB/Octylamine System

Temp

''CTAB

(°C)

195
187
?.52
301
308
332
200
137

32
32
32
32
32
26
45
51

N amine
0
37
101
181
246
266

160
110

Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh
+

A preliminary report of this work was reported last year
(BARC/1992/P/003)

/l/

D.Prasad, H.N.Singh, P.S. Goyal and K. Srinivasa Rao,
J.Coll.Int.Sci 1992 (In Press)

SANS PROM CTAB/KC1 SOLUTIONS
(P.S. Goyal, K.S. Rao, V. Rajagopalan and B.A. Dasannacharya)
The viscosity of CTAB miceller solution could change on
addition of salts like KC1 or KBr either because of increase in
length of micelle or because of change in screening of intermiceller interactions or because of both. To isolate these
effects, a comparative study of CTAB/KBr and CTAB/KC1 solutions
is of interest as it is known that while the viscosity of CTAB
solution increases on addition of KBr, it does not change on
addition of similar ("0.1M) amount of KCl. Results of our SANS
studies on CTAB/KBr have been reported earlier/1/. Here we report
results (Fig.l) of similar studies on CTAB/KC1 solutions as
obtained using SANS spectrometer at Cirus. It is seen that
position of peak in measured spectra does not change though its
width increases with increase in KCl concentration. This is
contrary to what was seen in CTAB/KBr, where peak shifted to
lower Q values on addition of salt. The observed changes in
CTAB/KC1 spectra can be fully explained in terms of changes in
screening of inter-micellar potential without invoking change in

11

micelle size. This result and the fact that viscosity of CTAB
solution does not change with addition of KCl suggests that
CTAB +XM KCt
N = 162 ot-0.1
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Fig.l
changes in screening of inter-micellar potentials do not change
the viscosity of above solutions. The change in viscosity of
CTAB/KBr solution arises because of increase in micellar size;
the increase in micelle size shows up as a shift in peak position
in SANS experiments.
/!/

V. Rajagopalan, P.S.Goyal, B.S. Valaulikar and
B.A. Dasannacharya, Physica 180B 525 (1992)

ROLE OF CARRIER LIQUID IN THE STABILITY OF A FERROFLUID^
(P.S. Goyal, K. Srinivasa Rao, R.V. Mehta and R.V. Upadhyay )
Our earlier studies/1/ on water based ferrofluids showed
that suspensions of magnetic particles are not stable in water;
The particles tend to aggregate over a period of time. To examine
the role of the carrier liquid, we have now studied the magnetic
suspensions in kerosene. As in earlier studies, the magnetic
particles were of mixed ferrite [Fe 9 4 Mn n 6 0 4 ] and were coated
with Oleic acid. The sizes of these"particles in kerosene (Table
I) were obtained by using SANS spectrometer at Cirus and SAXS
spectrometer at IGCAR, Kalpakkam. All particles do not have same
size; there is a polydispersity which was assumed to be given by
12

a log-normal distribution. The parameters
R
and a
of this
distribution as obtained from above data are given in Table I.
Th3&e studies showed that unlike H 2 0 based solutions,
kerosene based ferrofluids are stable. The particle size distribution shows a small shift to larger sizes with increase in
concentration. The sizes obtained from SANS are some what larger
than those obtained from SAXS. It is not clear if these
differences are connected with resolution effects; this is being
examined.
Table I
Parameters and of the log -normal di:stribution
Cone, of
Magnetic Particles
(by weight)
0.1
0.5
1.0
5.0
10.0

SANS Data
R
41.0
46.4
52.6

SAXS Data
a

0.549
0.471
0.352

R
23.7

0.813

30.0

0.77

40.0

0.734

Bhavnagar University, Bhavnagar.
/I/

P.S. Goyal, K.S. Rao, R.V. Mehta and R.V. Upadhyay,
BARC/1992/P/003.
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Section B: Magnetic Diffraction and Magnetism
QUANTITATIVE PHASE ANALYSIS OF o-Pe IMPURITY IN Ce 2 Fe 1 7 FROM
NEUTRON POWDER DIFFRACTION DATA
(Sk. Mohammad Yusuf and L. Madhav Rao)
One of the most important recent developments in the field
of magnetism and magnetic materials is the discovery of hydrides,
carbides and nitrides of R2 Fe 17 (R; r a r e earths) which can be
used as permanent magnet materials. It is, however, very difficult to make these single phase iron-rich binary or ternary intermetallic compounds /l/, / 2 / . Due to the difficulty of properly
fitting the iron impurity contribution most of the refinements of
the powder diffraction patterns reported in the literature have
been performed by excluding those portions of the diffraction
patterns containing the iron Bragg peaks. In this procedure,
clearly, there is a loss of information since quite often the
Bragg peaks of the impurity iron phase overlap with those of the
main phase. Moreover, the presence of impurity complicates the
situation and gives rise to wrong or incomplete results in the
absence of a quantitative estimate of the relative proportion of
the phase of interest and impurity.
A room temperature neutron diffraction pattern was taken of
the
Ce2Fe17
powder
specimen
at
Dhruva
(Ce 2 Fe 1 7
is
superparamagnetic at room temperature with two magnetically
ordered phases: one below 198K and the other below 77K / 3 / ) . The
multicomponent Rietveld profile refinement technique for powder
neutron diffraction patterns has been applied to arrive at a
quantitative phase analysis of crystalline Ce 2 Fe 1 7 and
a-Fe
impurity in a powder specimen of Ce 2 Fe 1 7 .
In the Rietveld analysis of the powder diffraction pattern
the mass of the p h component phase is given by
m

p

°°

S

pzPMpVp

where S,Z,M and V are the Rietveld scale factor, the number of
formula units per unit cell, the mass of the formula unit and the
unit cell volume respectively. If all phases are identified as
crystalline the weight fraction W of phase p is given by
w

p = SpzpMPVP / si

s

iziMivi

Where the summation index i runs over all the crystalline phases
which are identified.
In the first stage of refinement the
a-Fe peak regions
were excluded from the refinement and the main phase, Ce 2 Fej 7
was refined first. After getting the final refined parameters the
a-Fe peak regions were included, and keeping all other parameters
unchanged and with no further refinement, the fitted pattern is
as shown in Figure 1. This shows the presence of the a-Fe
impurity. The fitted pattern of simultaneous two phase analysis
14
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is shown in Figure 2. The weight per cent of the
was (9.98 ± 0.91)%.

a-Fe impurity

/ I / S.S. Jaswal, W.B. Yelon, G.C. Hadjipanayis, Y.Z. Wang and
D.J.Seller, Phys. Rev. Letts. 67 (1991) 644
/ 2 / 0.. Isnard, S* Miraglia, J.L. Soubeyroux, D. Fruchart and
J.Pannetier, Kiys. Rev. B45 (1992) 2920
/ 3 / Sk. Mohammad Yusuf, L. Madhav Rao and K.B. Bhat
Pramana-J Physics, 38 (1992) 669

Zn

POLARISED NEUTRON STUDY OF SHORT RANGE CORRELATION
0 . 4 5 C o 0 . 5 5 F e C r O 4 (Sk.Mohammad Yusuf and L. Madhav Rao)

IN

Concentrated disordered spinel systems seem to be attractive
as they allow a variety of magnetic disorder and frustration.
Recently, unpolarised neutron studies in the disordered ferrite
series Zn x Co 1 _ x FeCr0 4 had shown interesting magnetic phases
/!/.
In the neutron diffraction pattern of Zn 0 ^ 5 C o 0 5 5 F e C r 0 4 taken at
room temperature (T ~320K) using polarised neutrons we have
observed for the first time an unusual broad hump below the (111)
Bragg peak extending over a Q range from about 0.4 to 5A 1
indicating the existence of short range correlations (Fig.l). In
order to study the origin of this short range correlation, the
flipping ratio (R = I \ /I i , where I \ and I i are the
scattered intensity with incident neutron spin up and down
respectively) measurements were done at various Q values over the
broad hump (away from (ill) Bragg peak) on the Dhruva
polarisation analysis spectrometer in the two-axis mode and
values were found to be very close to unity (R=1.00 ± 0.03),
giving a clear indication that the broad hump is due either to
magnetic short range correlations or due to chemical short range
correlations.
The modulated background data points (Fig.2) were obtained
by removing the contribution of each Bragg peak (to the diffraction pattern) by Gaussian fitting. Data have been analysed assuming chemical short range correlation between cations of the octahedral sites using the following expression:
,1(0) = A-L + A 2 exp (- /3Q^)+A3 S n ^ (sin(Qri)/Qri)

(1)

where the first two terms were taken to account for the sloping
background. The short range correlation is described by the last
term, Q ^ are the Cowley-Warren short-range order parameters / 2 / ,
x\i is the number of neighbouring cations at distance r^ and Q is
the wave vector transfer. The a^f extracted from the fitting
are given in table 1.
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Table 1
Correlation parameters obtained from fitting :

ri(A)

i

n

1

6

2.963

-0.053 + 0.002

2

12

5.132

+0.027 ± 0.003

3

12

5.926

+0.042 ± 0.002

i

tt

i

/!/

R. Chakravarthy, L. Madhav Rao, S.K. Paranjpe,
S.K.Kulshreshtha and S.B. Roy, Phys. Rev. B43 (1991) 6031
/ 2 / J.M. Cowley, Phys. Rev 77 (1950) 669
KEUTRON DIFFRACTION^STUDY OF Ni Q , 7 sZn 0 m 2 5 F e X.5 G a 0.5°4
(S.K.Paranjpe, R.J.Begum and L.C.Gupta )
The mixed ferrite Nip 75 z nn.25 F e l.5 G a 0.5°4
^ a s been
investigated by neutron diffraction for' magnetic structure
studies. The sample was prepared by usual ceramic technique. The
x-ray patterns showed a single phase spinel structure. Low field
AC Magnetic susceptibility gave Curie temperature as 565K / l / .
Neutron diffraction measurements were carried out at 300K on
the PSD based powder diffractometer at Dhruva reactor with
^ =1.11 A. The large angle data which has negligible magnetic
contribution was used to obtain the chemical structure parameters
as:
Cation distribution : < Z n 0 . 2 5 G a 0 e 3 5 F e 0 e 4 ) A [ N i 0 e 7 5 F e 1 # 1 G a 0 > 1 5 ] B
Oxygen parameter u = 0.256 and Debye Waller Factor = 1.5 A
Using reflections (220) and (222) having contribution from
only A site and B site respectively the site moments were
obtained. These values were subsequently used to fit to
reflections having contributions from both the sites. The result
gives:
A-site moment = 1.4 A'B
B-site moment =» 1.9 /xB
The net moment agrees well with that obtained from the
saturation magnetisation / l / .
The magnetic moment of
B site is low as compared to the
spin only value, indicating a canted spin structure.
The (200)
reflection which is forbidden in a spinel is expected to appear
for a canted magnetic order. However, the absence does not rule
out the possibility of a non-coilinear spin ordering. Temperature
dependence of magnetic moment with neutron is planned.
University of Bombay

+

TIFR, Bombay.

/ I / R.J.Begum, S.K.Paranjpe, R.Nagarajan and L.C.Gupta, VI Int.
Conf. on Ferrites (1992) Japan
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WEDTRON DIFPRftCTIOW STUDY OM G e ^ S e ^ ^ gL&SSES
(P.S.R.Krishna, R.Chakravarthy, .B.N.Meera , ^g.A.Dasannacharya,
N.Ramesh Rao*, E.S. Sangunni* and E.S.R. Gopal )
The
structure
of
chalcogenide glasses is
an
important
and
a
controversial subject. In
particular G e S e 2 system
has
been
studied
extensively
using
different
techniques.
High' quality
neutron
diffraction data on GeSe2
shows
first
sharp
diffraction peak (FSDP)
3
at
Q
=
1.0
A° x
X
indicating t h e p r e s e n c e
of
intermediate
range
order
/l/Physical
p r o p e r t i e s like optical
g a p , d e n s i t y e t c . , of
Ge x Se-^_ x show ah anomaly
at x=0.2
/2.3/.
This
anomaly
has
been
explained on the basis of
structural change at that
composition / 4 / . Neutron
s c a t t e r i n g data with a
s y s t e m a t i c v a r i a t i o n of
oiu"
c o m p o s i t i o n h o w e v e r are
not available. To investigate this fact we are
conducting
neutron
Fig 1
diffraction experiments on the High Q diffractometer at Dhruva
reactor on G e ^ e ^ x (x=0.1,0.2,0.33 and 0.40) system. G e x S e l - x
glasses were prepared by the melt quenching technique. Neutron
diffraction
data
corrected
for s y s t e m a t i c
effects
like
absorption, multiple and inelastic scattering are shown in Fig.l.
Salient features are as follows.
1. The FSDP becomes narrow and has maximum intensity at
x=0.33 indicating that connected tetrahedra has maximum coherence
length for this composition.
2. FSDP shifts to lower Q values with
an increase in x,
indicating an increase in the connectivity of the network.
3.The second peak of the diffraction pattern at Q=2 A 0 - 1 has
minimum width for x=0.33 as compared to x=0.2 and 0.4.
In order to get pair distribution function
pattern is being measured up to Q = 15 A -1
IUC/DAEF, University Campus, Indore
IISc, Bangalore
** NPL, New Delhi 110012
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diffraction

/I/
/2/
/3/
/4/

Susman,S. et.al., J. Non-Cryst. Solids. 125, p.168 (1990)
Bensoussan, M. et.al-, Rev. Phys. Appl. 12, p.753 (1977)
Azoulay, R. et.al., J. Non-Cryst. Solids, 18 p.33 (1975)
Philips, J.c. J. Non-Cryst. Solids. 34, p.153 (1979)

TUNNELING OF NH 4 IONS IN DIPOLAR GLASS (NH4)J£K1_XI
( S.L.Narasimhan and R.Mukhopadhyay)
Pure NH 4 I undergoes a structural phase transition from a
phase (NaCl-type structure) to f3 phase (CsCl structure) at
255.8K. While the orientations of the N H 4 + ions are dynamically
disordered in both a and p phases, they are expected to show
interesting rotational tunneling behaviour in the high-symmetry a
phase. Potassium ions, sufficient in number, in NH 4 I is known to
stabilize the a phase even down to 1 K.
Inelastic Neutron Scattering data / l / from the
dipolar
glass systems (NH 4 ) X K 1 - X I / 2 / show that for small values of x (x
— > 0),the NH 4 ions
are
more
or
less isolated
from one
another;
at
very low temperatures(« 2K) ,their rotational
excitations have been observed to
be
almost
identical with
those of a quantum mechanical free rotor. Increasing values of x
lead to a build-up of the effective potential for the reorientingNH 4
ion and consequently to its rotational tunneling behavior.
For x > 0.2, their motions must be so hindered that
only
a
classical rotational diffusive (quasielastic) behavior is
observed. Later it has been found / 3 / that this is common with
all the halides.
The
intensity
profiles
obtained from these experiments
are assumed to be made up of a maximum of 13 sublines, each of
which is a gaussian whose width and peak are parameters to be
fixed.
These sublines are normally weighted with a binomial
distribution, Pn(x).However,
this model could not explain the
observed spectra for x > 0.02.
It has been observed in spin glass systems such as AuMn
/ 4 / that the magnetic moments have a greater tendency to cluster
than would be allowed by a completely random dilution of the
system. Taking a clue from this, we tried a distribution P n (cx),
where c («3) is a factor arbitrarily
adjusted to obtain
a qualitative agreement (Fig.l next page) with the observed
spectra
(indicated
by
crosses).
The other
line-shape
parameters
also
had to be adjusted in order to obtain the
reasonable-looking solid line.
For
comparison, we have the
dashed line,obtained using Pn(x) and the line-shape parameters as
reported in ref.l. The results indicate that dipoles in these
systems might also show a tendency to cluster.
/I/
/2/
/3/
/4/

C.Bostoen et al, J.Chem.Phys., 91, 6337(1989)
I.Fehst et.al., Phys.Rev.Lett., 64, 3139(1990)
R.Mukhopadhyay et al., Europhysics Lett. 17 201 (1992)
H.Bouchiat et al.., Phys.Rev., B23, 1375(1981)
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PHASE TRANSITION RELATED TO AMMONIUM ION REORIENTATIONS IN
(NH 4 ) 2 SbF 5 (R.Mukhopadhyay, P.S.Goyal and C.J. Carlile )
Reorientation
of
ammonium
ions
in
ammonium
pentafluoroantimonate /1-3/, (NH,) 2 SbF 5 , is
studied
using
quasielastic neutron scattering
in
the
temperature
range
40 to 300K using high resolution spectrometer IRIS at ISIS pulsed
neutron facility UK. (NH 4 ) 2 SbF 5 has two crystallographically
inequivalent NH 4 ions (I and II) present in the unit cell. Two
different energy resolutions and variation of the ratio of the
elastic to quasielastic intensities with wave vector transfer
have been exploited to obtain the reorientation times r 1 and r 1 1
for the two ions in the above salt at different temperatures.
Typical quasielastic spectra obtained with PG(002) analyser and
with PG(004) analyser are shown in Fig. la and Fig. lb
respectively. The information about geometry of reorientation of

J (b)

T = 200K

2-

3°
T= 260K

-0.1
0.0
0.1
ENERGY TRANSFER (meV)

0.2

-1.0
0.0
1.0
ENERGY TRANSFERS meVI

2.0

Fig.lb

Fig.la

the NH* ions have also been extracted. In particular, it has been
shown (Fig.2) that there is a change in geometry in reorientation
of NH 4 (II) when the salt undergoes phase transition at 168K. At
a temperature below 168K NH 4 (II) ions reorient about a fixed N-H
bond (Model A) whereas they reorient about any of the N-H bonds
(Model B) at higher temperature. Hydrogen bonded NH 4 (I) ions
rotate slower than the non-bonded NH4(II) ions. The variation of
24
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T
and T
with temperature shows (Fig. 3) that T,1 1 v,,
c hiaa*.M<=~
nges
discontinuously at the phase transition temperature of 168K. The
activation energies of reorientations have been obtained from the
T vs. T variations using Arrhinius law.
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
/ l / R. Mukhopadhyay, P.s. Goyal and K.R. Rao, Phys. Stat. Sol.
165, 335(1991)
/ 2 / R. Mukhopadhyay, P.s. Goyal, C.J. Carlile and W.S. Howells,
Physica B181 & 182, (1992)
/ 3 / R. Mukhopadhyay, P.s. Goyal and C.J. Carlile (To be published)
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C,Br 4 : NEUTRON POWDER DIFFRACTION AND STRUCTURAL REFINEMENT
(R. Mukhopadhyay, S. Hull* and S.K. Paranjpe)
r

The crystal structure of tetrabromoethylene, C 2 Br 4 , has been
refined from powder diffraction data at 300, 260, 210,, 160, 100K
/1,2/ using Rietveld profile refinement technique. Data were
obtained using high intensity powder diffractometer POLARIS at
the ISIS pulsed neutron facility UK. The results of the 300K
refinement agree well with those from single crystal X-ray
diffraction with better estimate for the carbon coordinates. All
the low temperature data are also refined successfully with the
same space group, VI-^/c.
Typical data and quality of fit at 100
and 300K are shown in Figures la and lb. Significant changes in
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300

350

InM-\r.f nar'tmetfirs with temperature lead to anisotropic shifts in
the <li!fi riion peaks. An anomaly in the cell parameter 'a' (Fig.
2) and the slope change in
H (from DSC ) occur at the same
(Temperature of 21 OK may be related to a subtle phase transition
ot this temperature.
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
/I/ R. Mukhopadhyay, S. Hull and S.K. Paranjpe, Physica B174,
105(1991)
/ 2 / R. Mukhopadhyay, S. Hull and S.K. Paranjpe, Physica B 180 &
181, 617(1992)

DYNAMICS OF NH 4 IONS IN (NH 4 ) 2 BeF 4
( R. Mukhopadhyay, S. Basu and P.S. Goyal)
Ammonium fluoroberylate, (NH 4 ) 2 BeF 4 and ammonium sulphate,
(NH^JjSO* are isomorphous at room temperature and both of them
show pnraelectric to ferroelectric phase transition;
in case
of the former it occurs at 176K and for the latter it is at
223K. There exists two crystallographically inequivalent ammonium
ions in the unit cell of both the salts. In continuation of
our earlier work / 2 / on mixed salts of (NH4>2S04 and K^SO^, we
report
here
the results of
neutron incoherent inelastic
scattering experiments on [(NH4)xKi-x3 2 B e F 4 f o r
x=0.16
and
1.0. samples were characterised by dielectric measurements. As in
the case of sulphate salts, here also the mixed salt does not
undergo
ferroelectric
to
paraelectric transition, while the
pure salt shows the transition.
Figure
1
shows
the
inelastic neutron scattering
spectra obtained
at 20K using TFXA
spectrometer
at
ISIS
pulsed neutron
facility, UK. We believe that the spectra below
30nu,'V arises from translational modes
and
those
between 3050meV from librational modes of NH 4 ions. From the
difference
r.pectra (Fig.lc), we note that peaks at
25, 38, 48 meV do
not appear in the mixed salt
(Fig. lb), while they appear
in pure salt (Fig. la). This
suggests
that the mixed salt
contains only one type of NH 4
ions (say, type II) as was the
case in mixed sulphate / 2 / . This NH 4 ion has librational mode
at
4 3.5meV, N H 4 (typel) has librational modes at
38 and 48
meV and translational mode at 25meV. These results along with
the fact that [(NH 4 )v K i-x32 BeF 4 > i o e s n o t show phase transition
suggests
that
NH 4 (type I) plays an important role in
ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition. Quasielastic
scattering measurements have also been carried out to study the
reorientation rates of the two ions using pure as well as mixed
salt.
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/!/ S. Hoshino et al., Phys. Rev. 112, 405(1958)
/ 2 / P.p. Chandra et al., Phys. Lett., 57A, 463(1976)
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ROTATIONAL EXCITATIONS OF NH. + IONS IN DILUTE SOLUTIONS IN
ALKALI HALIPE LATTICES (R. Mukhopadhyay, J. Tomkinson and
CJ.Carlile )
The pure ammonium halides undergo a number of structural
phase transformations
as
a
function
of
temperature
and
pressure. In the high temperature phase, the ammonium ions are
dynamically disordered and in the low temperature phases they are
orientationally ordered . When the ammonium is present only as a
dilute impurity in alkali metal halides, the host lattice
maintains its high symmetry structure even
at
very
low
temperature. In
a
cubic
field, NH 4 can have four sets of
;
tetrahedron
fundamental orientations
Tri,
2.d'
-3V
'2v
can adopt. Inelastic neutron scattering spectra have been best
accounted for on the basis of C 3 v orientation of the ammonium
ion on the cation lattice site.
excitations
of
NH,
rotational
The
ions
m
dilute solutions in metal alkali (K, Rb) halides (I,Br,CI) have
been studied
at temperature below
20K /1,2/ by
inelastic
neutron
scattering using high resolution neutron spectrometer
IRIS at the ISIS pulsed neutron scattering facility UK. At low
concentrations
of ammonium
ions, all the halides show sharp
tunneling lines at 4K. A systematic in the transition energy
values have
been
observed with
respect
to
the lattice
constant of the matrices (Fig. 1) . It seems that on increase of

Lattice Constant (A )
Fig.l
30

the lattice
constant
the
transition
energy closely
approaches
the
J=o-> l
transition
of a uniaxial free NH 3
rotor. However, as the concentration (x; 0.03<x<0.11) of the
ammonium ion is increased, the sharp tunneling line degrades to
a broad distribution at lower energy transfers. Typical spectra
from (NH4)XK-L_XI for x= .03 and .09 are shown in Figure 2. This
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has been thought to be a signature of the
onset
of
orientational glass state. This takes place at lower ammonium
concentrations in the mixed chloride salt than in the bromide
salts, similarly in the mixed bromide salts it occurs at
lower concentration than in iodide salts. The same order follows
in case of energy transfers also. This may be explained by the
following manner.
Lower tunnel splitting means stronger
rotational
potential.
Due
to
shorter intermolecular
distances the crystal field increases and so the orientational
31

glass phase occurs at lower ammonium
concentration as
the
lattice parameter is decreased. The sharp feature at low ammonium
concentration is due to the presence of isolated
rotors having
no other ammonium
ion at the next-neighbour site. The broad
features at low energy transfer is due to the
creation
of
dimers and oligomers e.t higher ammonium concentration.
The spectra from CH 4 ~rare gas mixture show a striking
similarity with that obtained from NH 4 in alkali halide
lattices.
It
may be noted that the two systems are
isoelectronic and order of the data also _ appears
in their
isoelectronic sequence Cl~/Ar, Br~/Kr, I /Xe. However, the
interactions are very different in the two cases. In the case of
alkali halide the interaction is electrostatic and in case of
rare gas it is of van-der-waals type.
The transition energies are found to be lower in case of
rubidium salts in comparison
to
potassium
salts. This
is counter intuitive as the former has larger lattice constant
than the later.
The
spectrum
from ( N H 4 ) 0 1 R b 9 9 I at 1.5K shows splitting
of the ca. 0.6GmeV line. They" are" attributed to transitions
from first excited state to higher excited states.
The spectrum from (NH4) 0 2 Rb 06 K .92 I (F:*-9*3) resembles that
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of (NH 4 ) # 0 8 K 9 2 I (Fig. 2b) suggesting that.NH 4 + -NH 4 + interaction
is not important rather the falling site symmetry due to the
introduction of impurity, it may be Rb or NH 4 itself.
Rutherford Appieton Laboratory
/ l / R.Mukhopadhyay, J. Tomkinson and C.J. Carlile,
Lett., 17, 201(1992)
/ 2 / R.Mukhopadhyay, J. Tomkinson and C.J..Carlile,
(To be published)

Europhys.

REORIENTATIONAL DYNAMICS OP NH- + IONS IN (NH 4 ) 2 BeF 4
AMD C(NH 4 ) # 1 6 K_ 8 4 ] 2 BeF 4 (S.Basu, R.Mukhopadhyay and P.S.Goyal)
In continuation of a preliminary study /!/
of (NH 4 ) 5 BeF 4 ,
we have studied reorientational
dynamics of ammonium ion in
(NH 4 ) 2 BeF 4 and its' mixed salt [(NH 4 ) 1 6 K 8 4 ] 2 B e F 4 at room

Fig.l

Fig. 2

15

10

1.5

Fig.3
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temperature
by
quasi-elastic
neutron . scattering
(QENS)
using rotating crystal spectrometer at CIRUS. Both the salts are
orthorhombic at
room
temperature,
space group
Pnam. There
are two inequivalent N H 4 + ions
in the unit cell/2/. In the
mixed salt one of the N H 4 + has been substituted by K +
ion/3/.
Data collected for the pure salt is of higher quality compared
to preliminary experiment.' In addition we have fitted
two
gaussians to the resolution data to take care of an extra hump
near the elastic peak. The reorientation rate (T) obtained for
the pure and mixed salt are similar (average value is about 14
psec). A typical data for (NH 4 ) 2 BeF 4 at 60 degree along with
the fitted elastic and quasielastic curves is shown in figure 1.
The elastic incoherent structure factor is plotted against
Q
( momentum transfer) in figure 2 for pure(o) and mixed(A)
salt along with the theoretical
curves.
The
curves
are
based
on models
(A) reorientation around only one N-H bond,
(B)
reorientation
around any N-H bond or (C) reorientation
around perpendicular bisectors of N-H-N bonds. From the present
experiment it is difficult to accept any of the reorientation
models conclusively either for pure or for mixed salt. Figure
3 gives the ratio of elastic to quasi-elastic intensity'[R(Q)] as
a function of Q. There are three
possibilities
for
reorientation rates of the two sites (I) T 1 « resolution ~ T 2
(II) T-^ « resolution «T? anc^
( H I ) T i ~ resolution »
r2These
three possibilities
and the above mentioned models of
reorientation give possible Q dependence of R(Q) as
shov/n
in
Figure 3. It is reasonable to conclude that whatever be the
reorientation geometry, the reorientation times are nearly the
same for both the ammonium sites and it is about 14 psec.
/ I / P.S.Goyal et al., Proc. NP & SSP (India), 23C, 433(1980)
/ 2 / S.Hoshino et al., Phys. Rev. 112, 405(1958)
/3/ R.Mukhopadhyay et al., (To be published)
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Section C: Phonon Physics
LATTICE DYNAMICS OF PROTOENSTATITE Mg 2 Si 2 O e
(Narayani Choudhury, S.L. Chaplot, K.R. Rao and S.Ghose

)

The polymorphs of MgSiO^ have been extensively studied
because of their importance in determining the chemical and
physical properties of the Earth's mantle. The commonly studied
polymorphs of MgSiO-, include the enstatites (ortho,clino and
proto), the perovskite MgSio3 and ilmenite MgSio3. Enstatite is
the magnesium end member Mg,si 2 0 6 of orthopyroxenes (Mg-.
vFe x ) 2 Si 2 0 6 which are rock forming silicates occurring in
terrestrial and lunar rocks, ortho and clino enstatite occur
naturally. When heatod above 1273K at ambient pressure, ortho
transforms into protoenstatite. Protoenstatite can be metastably
retained at room temperature by cooling powdered crystals;
however, single crystals of protoenstatite when cooled transform
into a mixture of ortho and clinoenstatite/l/.
Protoenstatite is orthorhombic with space group Pbcn. There
are four formula unit of Mg 2 Si 2 0 6 per unit call. The structure
comprises of silicate Si04 tetrahedra and Mg0 6 octahedra each
forming layers, in the b-c plane. Within a layer either the
tetrahedra are arranged in chains and the octahedra in bands
running parallel to the c axis. The octahedral bands can have two
different orientations which are usually designated as A and B
type. In the protoer.statite structure, the stacking order of
these layers is ABAB while in orthoenstite, the order.is AA BB AA
BB/l/. Orthoenstatite with space group Pbca has eight formula
units per unit cell, vhile clino enstatite has 16 formula units.
Lattice dynamical studies of MgSi03 perovskite, using interatomic
potentials consisting of Columbic and short-ranged interactions
had been reported by us/2/ . Using the same potentials, we now
report lattice dynamical calculations on protoenstatite Mg 2 Si 2 0 6 .
There are 4 0 atoms in the unit cell and correspondingly we have
120 degrees of freedom. Protoenstatite with 120 degrees of
freedom has the largest number of degrees of freedom of all the
studies reported by us so far. The elastic constants, phonon
dispersion relation, density of states and specific heat of
protoenstatite have been calculated.
The computed elastic
constants are compared with available experimental data in Table
I. The computed elastic constants are in good agreement with
experimental data. This indicates that the potential optimized
for MgSio3 perovskite can be used to study the lattice dynamics
of protoenstatite. We have evaluated the neutron scattering cross
sections for protoenstatite to plan inelastic neutron scattering
experiments on single crystals of Mg 2 Si 2 0 6 to measure phonon
dispersion relation in this system. The computed density of
states in protoenstatite has no band gap (Fig.l) unlike in
forsterite, Mg 2 Si0 4 . The band gap in forscerite Mg 2 Si0 4 was
essentially due to the large difference between the vibrational
frequencies corresponding to intermolecular and intramolecular
vibrations of the silicate molecule. The lattice dynamical model
has been used to predict the specific heat of protoenstatite
(Fig.2). Using the same potential, it should be possible to
similarly study the lattice dynamics of ortho and clino
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enstatites as well.
Table I: The calculated and
constants of protoenstatite

Experimental
Mbar
^••11
C

22

C

33

C44

Ai
C

66

experimental

Calculated
Mbar
1.92
1.57
2.28
0.73
0.67
0.70

2.13
1.52
-2.46
0.81
0.44
0.67

values

of

elastic

Calculated
SC±j/SP
6.58 "
7.44
3.91
3.44
1.22
2.67

Mineral Physics Group, Dept of Geological Sciences,
University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, USA
/l/ M.Matsui and G.D.Price, Phys. Chem Min. 18,365 (1992)
/ 2 / S.Ghose et al, in "Thermodynamic Data" (Ed.S.Saxena);
Advances in Physical Geochemistry, Springer-Verlag, New York,
p282, 1992

MAGNON DISPERSION RELATION IN FAYALITE Fe 2 Si0 4
( Narayani Choudhury, S.L.Chaplot, K.R.Rao and S.Ghose' )
The mineral fayalite F e 2 S i 0 4 is an end member of the
geophysically important Olivine solid solution series ((Mg 1 _
x=0-0.1). Inelastic neutron scattering measurement
x Fe x ) 2 Si0 4 ,
and lattice dynamical caluclations of phonon dispersion relations
and density of states of this mineral have been reported by us
/1,2/. These studies have outlined the need for understanding the
spin wave excitation spectra of fayalite as (i) the peak at about
20 mev or so in the inelastic neutron scattering spectrum of
fayalite at 17 K has an additional contribution as compared to
that at 3 00 K which is probably due to the magnetic excitations
in the system / 2 / and, (ii) the measured specific heat of
fayalite shows a
anomaly at the magnetic ordering temperature
T N =65 K/3/. Our computed specific heat below 70 K is
underestimated / 2 / as they do not include the contributions
arising from spin wave excitations. These factors have motivated
us to undertake the study of spin wave excitations in fayalite ;
in this paper we report theoretical studies on magnon dispersion
relation of fayalite.
The magnetic structure and temperature dependence determined
from single crystal neutron diffraction studies / 4 / reveal that
the magnetic cell is always identical to the crystallographic
cell (space group Pnma). There are eigth magnetic atoms in the
unit cell and therefore eight magnon branches are expected. The
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ferrous Fe^ ion occupy two types of distorted octahedra in the
Olivine structure, which are designated as Ml and M2 positions;
the Ml atoms are situated at inversion centres and the M2 atoms
at mirror planes. The magnetic moments on M2 are collinear and
parallel to the crystallographic axis b. In the Ml position, the
arrangements of the moments are antiferromagnetic but canted away
from the b-axis. It was originally thought that the canting sets
is only below a temperature Tv-23K / 5 / , however recent neutron
and Mossbauer studies have established that the canting persists
at all temperatures upto Tvj / 4 / . At 50 K, the canting angle is
small and in our calculations, we have evaluated the magnon
energies using a Heisenberg Hamiltonian pertaining to a collinear
magnetic structure. The spin wave equation of motions as given by
Sahni et al / 6 / with H A =H B =0 are solvied and the magnon
dispersion relations are computed. The ferrous ion Fe
has 3d
configuration and the spin quantum number S=2 on both the Ml and
M2 sites. Neglecting more distant neighbours, there are five
different exchange interactions (Table ) . Whereas J-, and J 2
Table I : Magnetic exchange interactions. Fel and Fell correspond
to iron atoms at Ml and M2 sites, respectively.
Interacting ions
J

l

J
J!
J''
J
2

Fel-Fel
Fel-Fell
Fel-Fell
Fel-Fell
Fell-Fell

Distance (A)
3.0
3.3
3.6
3.7
3.9

represent ferromagnetic interactions, J,J' and J 1 ' represent
exchange parameters connecting antiparallel spins. Assuming
J = J ' = J " and Ji=J 2 =0 i.e. assuming only antiferromagnetic
interactions, three distinct branches are seen (Fig.l). The
acoustic branch and lower optic branch are two fold degenerate
while the higher optic branch is four fold degenerate. The two
fold degeneracy of these branches in this model is related to the
rotational invariance of the spin Hamiltonian. The acoustic
branch varies linearly with q as is to be expected for an
antiferromagnet. Assuming J=4 meV (J has been estimated to be
merely 4 meV from the inelastic neutron scattering measurement of
magnon dispersion in magnetite Fe 3 0 4 with Fel-Fell distance 3.48
A) , the magnon energies span the range 0-50 meV. If now, in
addition to J=J'=J ,, / we assume Jj_=0.1, Jj~Q
i-e« w e include
ferromagnetic interactions of the Ml sublattice as well, the four
fold degenerate optic branch splits into a pair of two fold
degenerate branches (while the acoustic and lowe optic branch are
not much affected along the ( 00) and (00 ) directions). On the
other hand a ferromagnetic interaction on the M2 sublattice ^2=~
0.1J, 0^=0 causes the acoustic branch to split as well as causes
splitting in the other optical branches as shown in Fig.l.
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We have also evaluated the magnon density of states and the
magnetic contributions to the low temperature specific heat. The
calucated magnetic contribution to the specific heat is in
qualitative agreement with experimental data.
*
Mineral Physics Group, Univ.Washington, Seattle, WA' 98195, USA
/!/
S.Ghose, J.M.Hastings, Narayani Choudhury, S.L.Chaplot and.
K.R.Rao, Physica B174, 83 (1991)
/ 2 / D.L.Price, S.Ghose, Narayani Choudhury, S.L.Chaplot and
K.R.Rao, Physica B174, 87 (1991)
/3/ R.A.Robie, C.B.Finch and B.S.Hemingway, Am.Mineral 67,466(1982)
/ 4 / H.Fuess, O.Ballet, W.Lottermcser, Advances in Physical
Geochemistry Vol.7 (Ed.S.Ghose et al), Springer - Verlag, New
York pl85 (1988)
/5/ R.P.Santora, E.E.Newnham and S.Nomura, J.Phys.chem. Solids
27, 655 (1966)
/ 6 / V.C.Sahni and G.Venkataraman, Advances in Physics 23,547(1974)
/!/
B.N.Brockhouse and H.Watanabe, Inelastic Scatt.of Neutrons in
Solids and Liquids Vol.11, IAEA, (1963) pp 297
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section D: Laser Raman scattering
PHASE TRANSITION STUDIES IN T1NO,
(M.S.Somayazulu , A.P.Roy and S.K.Deb)
T1N0 3
is known to exhibit a sequence of phase
transformations : III 352K> II 416^ I. However, only for the
room temperature phase III which is orthorhombic, detailed
crystal structure information is available. The space group is
Praia with eight molecules per unit cell /l,2/. It has two nonequivalent NO3 groups which form near neighbours such that for
one set, plane of the N0 3 ion is parallel to the mirror plane
(010) while for the other set, the ion is perpendicular to the
mirror plane with one N-o bond lying in the mirror plane. Phase
II is believed to have rhombohedral symmetry? information about
the corresponding rearrangement of the nitrate ions is not
available. Earlier Raman work on external•modes relates to
unpolarised measurements on powder samples /3/. We present
polarized Raman data on single crystal specimens which throw
light on the nature of reorientation occurring at phase
transition.
Fig.i shows the Raman spectra recorded over a temperature
range 298K-365K across the III
> II phase transition.
Orthorhombic crystal axes are used for labelling the polarized
spectra.
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Fig.l. Raman spectra of T1NO-. across III-^L^ n
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phase

transition.

In phase III, two distinct groups of N 0 3 libration
frequencies are observed at (I) « 145 cm -1 .and
(II) ~ 120 cm" 1 .
We associate these with the motion of two types of nitrate ions
No 3 {I) and N0 3 (II) which are oriented normal and parallel to the
(010) mirror plane respectively. Across the III
> II phase
transition (I) softens and discontinuous!, y changes from 145 cm - 1
to a broad band centred around 120 cm" 1 whereas
(II) remains
practically unchanged at 120 c m - 1 . We relate ^the above
observations to reorientation of the N0 3 (I) set of ions such that
they also now lie in the (010) mirror plane like the N0 3 (II)
ions, A probable path for reorientation will be 90°" rotation
about the N-O bond of N0 3 (I) ion lying in the mirror plane which
will make the nitrate ion coincident with the mirror plane. As
all the NO3 ions now lie in (010) mirror planes with one of the
N-0 bonds pointing along a. face-centre of the surrounding pseudocubic cell of Tl-ions, it would explain why in phase II libration
modes of nitrate ion centre around a single value. Further, with
all the nitrate ions oriented parallel to each other, the crystal
will exhibit three-fold symmetry.
This will be compatible with a rhombohedral space group for
phase II.
* .
High Pressure Physics Division
/!/• D.E.Pogarev and A.A.Shultin, Sov.Phys.Crystallogr.18,193 (1973)
/ 2 / W.L.Fraser, S.W.Kennedy and M.R.Snow, Acta Crst.B31,365(1975)
/3/ M.H.Brooker and D.E.Irish, Can.Jr.Chem.48,1183(1970)

EXCITONIC

EFFECTS

LONGITUDINAL O P T I C PHONON

ON RAMAN SCATTERING FROM POLAR
I N AgGas2 (S.K. Deb and A . P . Roy)

The compound AgGaS 2 is a ternary semiconductor belonging to
the chalcopyrite structure which has potential application as a
non-linear material with a direct band gap of 2.75 ev. Raman
spectrum
of this material
has been
reported
at
room
temperature/l/. The A-, mode at 295 cm - 1 exhibits antiresonance
behaviour/2/. We report the role of a well defined exciton band,
which lies 30 mev below the conduction band on the Raman
scattering intensity of a B2(L0) mode at 235 cm - 1 . An unoriented
crystal grown by vertical Bridgman method has been used. The
Raman spectra were excited with different blue lines of Ar +
laser(Coherent model INNOVA-70) such that the exciton band is
swept through the spectral region (Fig.l). At 4658A, which is 70
mev away from the exciton position, normal Raman spectrum is
obtained. At 4545A the scattered photon energy exactly matches
the exciton energy and there is large enhancement of intensity of
235 cm
mode. After absorption correction the estimated
enhancement factor is about 500. Fig 1. also brings out selective
enhancement of 23 5 cm - 1 mode if we compare the relative intensity
w.r.t the A-L mode at 295 cm . The latter being non-polar is
Unaffected by the exciton and its intensity does not depend on
the incident laser energy at these wavelengths.
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Raraan spectra of AgGaS 2 at 100K for different
excitation wavelengths

Its is interesting to note that since the position of the
exciton shifts with temperature it is also possible to tune the
resonance condition with temperature. It has been observed that
for 4545A the enhancement factor for 235 cm
B 2 (LO) mode with
respect to the 295 cm" 1 A, mode decreases from 10 at 100K to 1.4
at 235K. The laser line at 4579A exactly matches the exciton
energy and shows luminescence in the Raman spectrum. The shift in
the peak of luminescence with temperature gives the shift in the
position of the exciton.
The B->(LO) mode has a large dipole moment and the resonance
enhancement is due to forbidden Frohlich interaction between the
LO phonon and exciton. This is the first observation of such an
effect in chalcopyrite semiconductors.
The crystal was grown in Chemistry Division in collaboration
with Dr. A.J. Singh.
/!/

D.J. Lockwood and H. Montgomery, J. Phys. C:Solid St.
Phys.0,3241(1975)
/ 2 / J.P. van der Ziel, A.R. Meixner, H.M. Kasper and J.A.
Ditzenberger, Phys. Rev. B9,4286(1974).
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Section £: Model Membranes and Liquid Crystals
PROTON SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION TIME IN THE MODEL MEMBRANE,
DPPC-BUFFER(pD.9.3) (K.Usha Deniz, Geeta D a t t a + ^
P.S.Paravathanathan, Lata Sumanan, K.V.Ramanathan
and
C.L.Khetrapal )
Proton spin-lattice relaxation measurements were carried out
on DPPC vesicles using the 270 MHz NMR instrument at IISc. The
relaxation time, T,, for the various groups of DPPC molecule, has
been obtained, using inversion recovery sequence(l80"-r-90')
method, over a temperature range, 314K to 333K. Temperature
dependences of T 1 for the ( C H 2 ) 1 2 a n d C H 3 9 r o u P s °f t n e acyl
chains are similar and they exhibit a maximum at 315K, a degree
above the chain melting transition point. The reason for the
occurrence of this maximum is not understood. It is also
interesting to note that the temperature-dependences of T-, for
the choline methyl groups in the inner and outer leaflets of the
vesicle are different although the values of T^ are comparable.
+

Radiation Biology & Biochemistry Division
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

NMR OF PROTONS IN DDS: A KEY TO DDS-LIPID INTERACTIONS
(K.Usha Deniz, P.S.Paravathanathan, Lata Sumanan, Geeta Datta + ,
K.V.Ramanathan* and C.L.Khetrapal )
DDS (fig.l) is a well known antileprosy drug and its
interactions with biomembrane lipids, are of great interest. Our
1
H NMR studies/1-3/ of single lipid(DPPC, DPPE and DPPA) and
mixed lipid(DPPC-DPPE and DPPC-DPPE-DPPA) model membranes, have
given us an understanding of lipid mobilities as also the nature
of lipid-DDS interactions in the vicinity of the chain
melting(CM) transition. It was found that in the case of all the
five membranes, the drug, DDS, is located at the lipid-water
interface and its polar groups interact with the polar headgroups
of the lipids. However, the interaction of the aromatic ringr. of
DDS with the lipids, has been found to depend not only on the
nature of the lipid(s) but also on whether the membrane is in an
ordered or chain-melted state. We describe below the aromatic
ring interactions in the case of the five membrane systems as
also a rondel to explain the observed results.
The NMR spectra of the aromatic protons of DDS in the single
and mixed lipids model membranes in vesicle form, are shown in
figs.2 and 3. These spectra consist of two doublets for DDS in
D 2 0 (inset in fig.2). In the DPPC membrane, the doublet structure
disappears both above and below Tp M , due to the interaction of
the aromatic rings with DPPC. In the DPPE membrane, these rings
remain in D 2 0 for T<T C M , as is evident from the doublets seen in
the spectrum. However for T> T C M , the doublet structure is
absent, indicating that ring is now interacting with DPPE. From
the resonance widths, it is seen that one set of aromatic protons
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interact more strongly than the other. The resonance widths
decrease at higher temperature(348K), due to the faster exchange
of DDS between the lipid headgroup and D 2 0. In the case of the
DPPA membrane, the aromatic rings do not interact at all with the
DPPC:Xr (CHj),
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Fig.l Schematic diagrams of (a) Diamino Diphenyl Sulfone(DDS) and
(b). lipids
DPPE - DOS -BUFFERfpD 9.3)
T c M 5 333 K

DPPA-DDS-BUFFER(p0 9.3)
TCM=332K

DPPC-C)DS-D 2 0

333K

S(ppm)

Fig.2 Aromatic proton resonances of DDS in
the single lipid
membranes. Inset shows these resonances for DDS in D 2 0.
as is obvious from the doublets
lipid both above and below T
seen in the spectrum for thisCM'
temperature range.
It is well known/4/ that in model membranes, the
zwitterionic headgroups, PC and PE of the lipids DPPC and DPPE,
are oriented parallel to the membrane lamellae(see fig.lb). In
the DPPC membrane, it was found/1/ that the PC headgroup is very
mobile even in the ordered state(T<TCM) whereas in the DPPE
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membrane, the PE headgroup is mobile only in the chain-melted
state(T>T CM ) but quite rigid for T < T C M , due to the strong PEPE(coulombic and H-bonding) interactions. The NH 2 groups of the
DDS molecule can interact with the P 0 4 and C=0 groups of the two
lipids, whereas the S=0 group of DDS can interact only with the
N X group of the lipids. From fig.lb, it is obvious that NH 2
C=0(/J) interaction would be
more favoured than NH 2
C=0( )
interaction. Strong interaction between lipid headgroups would
result in their being very rigid in the ordered phase(T<T CM ),
making it very difficult for NH 2 (DDS) to approach even the C=0(/})
group. Thus, in the DPPE membrane, for T<T C M , the NH 2 (DDS) group
cannot interact with the C=0(/3) group, whereas in the DPPC
membrane, the mobility of the headgroup allows this interaction.
Due to the geometry of the tetrahedral DDS molecule and that of
the lipid headgroup, this interaction is
stabilised when the
aromatic group is in the environment of the glycerol moiety with
the S=0(DDS) group interacting with the N + X group of a
neighbouring lipid. Such a set of interactions, is also possible
in the case of DPPE membrane for T>T C M , because the mobility of
the DPPE molecule increases considerably at T C M . The ring

DPPC-DPPE-DDS'
BUFFER (pD 9.3)
"*"CM1=313K

DPPC-DPPE-DPPA-DDSBUFFER (pD 9.3)
CMU311 K
CM2 = 328K

J liW

313 K

S(ppm)
Fig.3 Aromatic resonances of DDS in mixed lipid membranes.
protons nearer to the NH 2 group, would be expected to interact
more strongly than the other two, thus resulting in the observed
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resonance with the larger chemical shift being broader than that
at the lower. In the case of the DPPA membrane, although there is
no steric hindrance
for the NH 2 (DDS) group to approach the
C=0(/3) group, the negative charge on the PA group forces the
S=0(DDS) group to be as far away from the membrane interface as
possible. Thus the above mentioned set of interactions involving
NH 2 (DDS)
C=0(,$) are absent in the DPPA membrane, although the
drug does interact strongly with the PO, group of DPPA through
its NHj group. This model explains the observed features of the
aromatic group resonances in single lipid membranes.
In
mixed lipids, due to coexisting phases, there are two
chain melting transitions, CM1 and CM2, with a temperature
region, T C M 1 < T < T C M 2 , in which both ordered and chain melted
phases coexist. For T < T C M 1 , the membrane lipid chains are
ordered, while for T > T C M 2 , the lipid chains are in a melted
state. The aromatic proton spectrum(fig.3) for the DPPC-DPPE
membrane, resembles to a large extent that for the DPPE membrane,
since the aromatic rings of DDS interact with lipids only for
T>T
C M 1 ' the interaction becoming weaker with
increasing
temperature for T > T C M 2 - This is understandable, since DDS-PE
interaction is a dominant one in this case, as was predicted/3/
on the basis of the
H NMR spectrum of the lipids in this
membrane. In the DPPC-DPPE-DPPA membrane, the aromatic resonance
behaviour is the same as that for the other mixed lipid system
only for T < T C M 2 , but unlike the latter, it increases with
increasing temperature for T>T C w,(fig.3). This probably is
because of the looser lipid
packing in the bilayer in
the
presence of DPPA, which allows entry of DDS into it for T>T C M .
Radiation Biology & Biochemistry Division
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
/l/ K.Usha Deniz, P.S.Paravathanathan, Geeta Datta, C.L.Khetrapal,
K.V.Ramanathan, N.Suryaprakash and S.Raghotama, J.Biosci. 15
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/ 2 / P.S.Parvathanathan, Ph.D. Thesis (Bombay University) (1992)
/3/ P.S.Parvathanathan, K.Usha Deniz, Lata Sumanan, Geeta Datta,
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/ 4 / G.Buldt, H.U.Gaily, J.Seelig and G.Zaccai, J.Mol.Biol. 134
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S C -TYPE SHORT RANGE ORDER IN THE NEMATIC PHASE OF THE
MIXTURES, 5 jK 6 i_ x BA13A( K.Usha Deniz, P.S.Parvathanathan and
A.V.Patankar )
The
compounds,
nBABAs,
exhibit/1/ smectic C (Sc) and
nematic(N) liquid crystalline phases for n>6, whereas for n<6
only a nematic phase is exhibited. The N phase for n>3, is a
skewed cybotactic nematic(N sc )/1,2/ in which a Sc-type short
range order(SRO) is seen, its strength increasing with increasing
n. The molecules exist as dimers in both the liguid crystalline
phases. Calorimetric studies have shown/3,4/ that in the
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mixtures, S^e-j^j^BABA (a) S c phases are observed for 0<x<0.8, (b)
nixed diners are probably present in the liquid crystalline
phases and that (c) in the vicinity of the Sp-N transition, nixed
phases are seen for 0.2<X<0.4. This report describes the results
of X-ray diffraction measurements carried out to observe the
structure of the nematic phase in 5 X 6 1 _ X BABA for X<0.5, in the
vicinity of T N C .
The X-ray diffraction studies show the following: (a)In the
mixtures too, the molecules exist in the dimer form in the S c and
N phases, of which perhaps a fraction is made up of mixed dimers,
confirming our DSC results, (b) The presence of the mixed dimers
does not in any way inhibit the occurrence of the Sc-type SRO in
the nematic phase, (c) It is difficult to observe the S c phase
for x>0.5 because of the very narrow temperature range over which
it exists, (d) The S c and N s c phases coexist for T « T N C for
0.25x<0.4.
Diffraction photographs for 5 Q 2 6 Q S B A B A in the N s c phase,
coexisting N s c and S c phases and in* the S c phase, are shown in"

Fig. I X-ray diffraction
photographs of
50 2 6 o . 8 B A B A
(a) N s c (b) mixed N s c and S c and (c) S c phases.

* n *-ne

fig.1. In the N s c phase(fig.la), one finds four diffuse spots
corresponding to diffraction from the planes in the Sp-type
domains in the nematic. The nematic director, n, is parallel to
fc, the axis of the capillary containing the sample. The 3^-type
SRO is found to be strong for 0<x<0.5. The anisotropy of the
diffuse spots, is significant in this range of x, implying that
_§/, and <? j_ , the correlation lengths, // and ,j..-n, are quite
different. The direction, mN„ in which the spots occur, shows
that in the Sc-type domains, the molecules are tilted at an
angle, e^., with respect to m^. It is interesting to note that in
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the range of temperature, TNC+20K>T>TNC, in which we have studied
the nematics, (a) et«57" for 0£x<0.5 and (b) for x=0.2,in which
the data has been analysed, the ratio,
/// j_ »1.8, which is
very similar to that for 6BABA(x=0) for T=Tcjj+0.5K. It is also
seen that e t (Nsc)«e^.(Sc)+4", surprisingly similar to what is
observed
in the pure compounds/3/! Cooling the nematic to
the temperature region in which coexisting phases exist, one
finds in the photographs (f ig. lb) , the four diffuse spots due to
the existence of the N s c phase plus four other spots (marlced by
arrows) due to the presence of the S c phase. The directions, m c ,
of these spots make an angle of «16° with z. Thus, in the
coexisting phase, the angle between the perpendicular, m c , ..to the
actual smectic planes and that to the SRO S c planes, m N , is
about 40*, a very large angle indeed. In the S c phase(f ig. lc),
the reflections from the smectic planes show that ftp // z. The
reason for the difference in the orientations of the s c planes in
the SRO S c domains and S c domains, is not yet understood.
/I/ K. Usha Deniz, A.S. Paranjpe, V. Amirthalingam and
K.V. Muralidharan,"Liquid Crystals", Ed. S.Chandrasekhar
(Heyden and Sons Ltd.), p.185 (1980)
/2/ A.S. Paranjpe, K. Usha Deniz, P.S. Parvathanathan,
V. Amirthalingam and K.V. Muralidharan,
Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst. 149, 79 (1987)
/3/ K.Usha Deniz, P.S.Parvathanathan, J.V.Yakhmi and A.V.Patankar
Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst. 98, 83 (1983)
/4/ K.Usha Deniz, P.S.Parvathanathan, A.V.Patankar and J.V.Yakhmi
Nuclear Physics Division Report, BARC-1495, 86 (1990)
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Section P: Protein Crystallography
PROTEIN MODEL BUILDING FROM C a COORDINATES: A DATA BASE
APPROACH (K.K. Kannan)
A large number of protein and virus structures have been
solved and refined to high precision by the application of
macromolecular crystallographic methods .
It has been a good
practice
among
the
practitioners
of
macromolecular
crystallography to deposit coordinates of the macromolecules in
the Brookhaven data bank which has been accessible to one and
all. In recent years only C Q atom coordinates are submitted to
the data bank which restricts the use of structural information.
A program has been developed which uses data base retrieval of
the Brookhaven protein data bank to model build protein
structures with C^ atoms as guide coordinates. Four linked C Q
atoms of the structure to be built is slided along every protein
structure of a large number of protein structure data base and
the best fitting tetrapeptide coordinate extracted and used in
further model building. The coordinate of the first two residues
are stored. N, Ca, C, 0 Coordinates of the first two residues of
the new peptide are overlapped for the rest of the model building
process along with the C Q .atoms of the third and fourth residue
as one slides along the protein chain to be built and the new
coordinates of every second residue of the tetra peptide is then
accepted as the proper coordinate for the chain. In the process
the C Q guide coordinates
are left undisturbed.
Only for
nonglycine residues C beta atom is added to the' chain. The
program has been successfully used with human carbonic anhydrase
I and the large subunit of Rubisco from L rubrutn.
After successfully building the main chain and c beta atoms
for the given C^ coordinates,
the model was refined with
Hendrickson-Konnert PROTEIN/PROLSQ suite of programs with the C~
atoms restrained to their given positions. The resulting model
after only 6 cycles of refinement revealed the correct secondary
structure as?, reported for the test proteins. The model was
further augmented by building the side chain residues by
selecting the amindacid coordinate from a library of known
protein structures which overlaps best with the guide atoms of
the given main chain and C beta atoms. The complete model of the
protein of interest could be built-up in this way. The model
shows a number of short contacts implying that the phi and psi
angles of a protein does not determine the side chain
orientation. Further work is in progress to energy minimize the
model to bring the generated model close to reality.

ENZYME-SUBSTRATE INTERACTIONS; REFINED STRUCTURE OF HUMAN
CARBONIC ANHYDRASE I - HC0 3 COMPLEX (Vinay Kumar and K..K. Kannan)
Bicarbonate anion, HCOo", the substrate for the reverse
reaction catalyzed by carbonic anhydrase (CA) isoenzymes,
inhibits the enzyme at high pH. We have recently refined the
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complex crystal structure (pH 8.7) against diffraction data
extending to 1.6 A resolution which was collected using
synchrotron radiation at the photon factory, Tsukuba, Japan / l / .
The structure was refined using stereochemical restrained least
square method (PROLSQ suite of programs) and manual model editing
on an IRIS-4D computer graphics system using TOM/FRODO package of
programs. The R-factor for the final model with 2023 nonhydrogen
protein atoms, one HC0 3 ~ anion and 279 solvent molecules, against
24,967 observed structure factors in the resolution shell of 101.6 A is 17.3 per cent. The rms shift of 0.023 A
in the
positional parameters during final cycle of PROLSQ is indicative
of near completion of refinement for the choice weights used.
The refined structure suggests (4+1) coordination for the
essential Zn(II) ion, with H C 0 3 - binding in the vicinity of
Zn(II) ion. The Fourier maps with the refined phases also reveal
an alternate partially occupied binding site for HC0 3 anion.
/ I / K.K.Kannan, Vinay Kumar, S.Chakravarty and Padma Satyamurthy
Photon Factory Activity Report 7 pll2 (1989)

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF £ARB0NIC AKHYDRASE ENZYMES
(Vinay Kumar, Seema Mahadevan and K.K. Kannan)
The specificity and efficiency of biomolecules is known to
be coded by the unique architecture and intrinsic nature of their
constituent atoms. The key residues important for structural
integrity or catalytic activity can be identified from the
pattern of physico-chemical interactions, conservation of
structural or amino acid sequence feature and from biochemical
experiments. Six different carbonic anhydrase isoenzymes isolated
from different sources catalyse the reversible hydration reaction
of C02. Four crystal structures refined against high resolution
data are known for three of these isoenzymes. The structural
comparison reveal a high homology for the backbone conformation
with pair-wise rms displacement of about 1 A. However, the
sequence alignment of six isoenzymes from a number of sources
reveal only 16 per cent identity and additional 24 per cent
similarity. Key residues important for the structure were
identified by building a consensus atomic model using buffalo
carbonic
anhydrase
as
template
and
structure-sequence
relationship "of all amino acid sequences. The consensus model
with side chains for only invariant (conserved) residues was
analysed on silicon IRIS-4D computer graphics for interaction
like ion-pair, H-bond, hydrophobic interaction etc.. From these
investigations it could be concluded that invariant amino acid
residues Q28, S29, P30 involved in turns of type VI b are crucial
for structure of CA enzymes. The main chain of Q28 is involved in
H
bond formation from invariant R254 residue. The amino acid
residues E106, E117, H107, Y194 are invariant in all CA
isoenzymes are involved in the network of H-bond behind the
active site. This network could be visualized to preserve the 3D
structure and conformation E106 is known to be important for
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catalysis. Thus these residues may be defined as important for
functions of CA iso enzymes.
Prolines P30 and P202 in Carbonic anhydrases are mostly
conserved and are observed to be in cis conformation in the known
CA structures, whereas P30 is involved in a
turn of type VIb,
P202 is a part of turn of type Via and is considered to provide
crucial T199 residue in his active site Zn(II) ion.
"Computer simulated" mutation of P202 with Thr reveal that a
moderate sized residue like Thr in the trans conformation could
be accommodated in the turn region of 199 to 202 with minimal
rearrangement of residues in the neighbourhood. However, mutation
of P30 with even small residues like Gly/Ala may cause major
changes in protein architecture resulting in loss of function.
Similarly invariant residues involved in the hydrophobic core
were also identified and analyzed.
Steric factors may be equally important
conservation of A142 and L164 in the hydrophobic core.

for

the

University of Poona, Poona

DRUG-PROTEIN INTERACTIONS: CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF HCAI8ULF0NAMIDE DRUG COMPLEXES (S. Chakravarty and K.K.Kannan)
In order to understand the interaction of drugs with
proteins at the molecular level, crystallographic structure
determination
and
refinement
of
three
drugs,
namely,
acetagolamide (5-acetamido 1,3,4- thiadiazole 2-sulfonamide),
methazolamide (5-acetyl-amino-4-methyl- 2-1,3,4-thiadiazoline-2sulfonamide) and Amsulf (3-acetoxy mercuri-4-amino benzene
sulfonamide) complexed to Human Carbonic Anhydrase I enzyme (HCA
I) was completed at 2 A resolution using PROTEIN/PROLSQ package
as implemented on local sequential and parallel RISC-based
computer systems.
The drug molecules have been located clearly in the active
site of the enzyme with the sulfamido groups of the different
drugs occupying approximately the same site around the essential
zinc ion. The activity-linked solvent molecule coordinated to the
zinc ion is replaced by the nitrogen atoms of the sulfamido group
while the two oxygen atoms displace two other solvent molecules,
one of them being hydrogen bonded to the amide nitrogen of Thr
199 in the native enzyme. It emerges from the refined structures
that the loop region of the protein comprising of residues 198200 shows the maximum deviation in the active site as compared to
the native structure. This may be responsible for the differences
in the inhibition strengths of the different sulfonamide drugs.
Based on the location and orientation of the thiadiazole and
benzene rings obtained from the above refined models, twenty
other sulfonamide drugs whose crystal structures are not known
were docked into the active site of the enzyme using TOM/FRODO
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package on Silicon graphics system after idealizing them using
PROTIN/PROLSQ.
Various
atomic
interactions
which
can
systematically explain the known differences in the biochemical
inhibition constants are being studied in detail.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY <JF HIV-PROTEASE INHIBITOR COMPLEXES
(M.V.Hosur, E.Baldwin , B.Liu* and J.W.Erickson )
Human immuno-deficiency virus is an important causative agent
of AIDS. A viral coded protease is essential for the maturity and
infectivity of the virus after assembly. Therefore design of
protease inhibitors is being pursued as a strategy for the cure
of this disease. In this connection we have studied by
crystallographic methods structures of a
series of inhibitors
complexed separately to the HIV protease. These structures have
all been determined at high resolution, and have been refined to
high accuracy. The stereochemistry and geometry of interaction
between the protease and the inhibitors provides crucial
structural information for design of better and more effective
drugs against AIDS.
National Cancer Institute, Frederick, Maryland, USA
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STUDIES ON MERCURIC CARBONIC ANHYDRASE
(V.s.Yadava and K.K.Kannan)
Zn is essential for the catalytic activity of carbonic
anhydrases when Zn is replaced by other divalent atoms like
Fe 2
, H g 2 + etc. the enzyme loses its activity. In order to
understand the binding of H g 2 + to the protein the structure of
mercuric carbonic anhydrase has been refined.
The H g 2 + bound to CYS 212 has been found to be disordered
with two Hg-sites separated by about 1.6 A. It appears that SG
atom of CYS 212 is also disordered with two positions at
distances 1.72 A and 2.55 A fro, CB atom of CyS 212. However,
there is only one Cl~ attached to the Hg . The poly peptide
chain surrounding the metal at the active site undergoes large
displacement. This large displacement could be because of change
in the physical conditions during metal replacement and the
replacement of metal ion. The current R-index is 18.2% for 13465
reflections.

BINDING OF MERCURY TO HUMAN CARBONIC ANHYDRASE I
(S.Chakravarty, V.s.Yadava and K.K.Kannan)
Binding of metals to proteins is crucial for the functioning
of metalloenzymes. Some metals promote activity of the enzyme
while others reduce or inhibit
the activity. In order to
Understand the binding of Mercury in the presence and absence of
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the essential Zinc in the active site of HCAI, refinement of both
mercury containing organometallic and inorganic metal halide,
namely Amsulf (sulfonamide reported above) and Mercuric chloride
complexes to HCAI was completed at 2 A resolution. As reported
earlier by Kannan et al. /!/,
the mercury ion liganded to sulfur
SG atom of Cys 212 residue was clearly observed. However, it was
observed for the first time that in these complexes Mercury has
two major binding sites near Cys 212. This causes a disorder in
the region and consequently cys 212 adopts two possible
conformations with X 1 = -58.2 degrees and -163.1 degree.
Furthermore, a new Mercury-binding site was located near Leu 189
in Amsulf where the main chain had to be readjusted because' of
large conformational changes in the main chain and side chain
torsion angles of Ser 188 and Len 189. The possible effect of
these on the inhibition of the enzyme is being studied.
/!/

Kannan et al. in Proc. on Drug Action at the Molecular Level,
ed G.C.K. Roberts, Macmillan Press, U.K. 1977

HUMAN CARBONIC ANHYDRASE I : REFINEMENT AND
EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON (M.Ramanadham and K.K.Kannan)

INTER-

The refinement of the structure of human carbonic anhydrase
I (HCAI) against photographic x-ray data at 2A resolution was
reported earlier /1,2/. Subsequently, high-resolution data,
extending to a nominal resolution of 1.3A were recorded at the
Photon Factory, Japan using the imaging plates /3/. An inspection
of the data revealed that it could be safely used up to a
resolution of 1.6A, beyond which the portion of significant
observations decreased rather rapidly. It was decided to carry
out the refinement in steps of increasing resolution, starting
with a 10-2A d-spacing dataset. Refinement was initiated, taking
the protein coordinates of the previously refined HCAI model as
the starting point. During the course of refinement, 195 solvent
oxygen atoms were located in Fourier maps, and included in the
model, on conclusion of the refinement at this resolution, the Rvalue was 0.167.
An inspection of the (2Fo-Fc) map revealed breaks in the
electron density in a few regions of the map, where the molecular
model was well defined. No such gaps were found in a similar map,
based on the photographic dataset. A comparison of the two
refined models indicated small but significant differences in the
solvent positions, while no such differences were observed in the
protein-atom positions. At this stage, it was decided to carry
out an extensive comparison of the two datasets, namely, the
photographic dataset, designated as DS1, and the imaging plate
datset, designated as DS2.
The datasets DS1 and DS2 have 15,462 and 14,746 independent
observations respectively in the d-spacing range of 9.77-2.01A.
The observations, common to both the datasets are 14,327, while
the theoretically expected number of observations in this range
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is 15,963. The set DS2 is scaled to DS1, and a comparison is
carried out by dividing the data into . a
large number of
overlapping resolution shells (See, Table-l), having constant
volumes in the reciprocal space. A
vary interesting situation
emerges out of this comparison. Firstly, large number of
observations seem to be missing in DS2 pertaining to the first
six or seven resolution shells, in comparison with both DS1 as
well as the theoretically expected numbers of observations. It is
Known that the low-resolution data contributes more to the
electron-content of the model rather than to . the accuracy of
atomic positions. A Fourier map based on a new dataset recorded
using an area detector, does not show any gaps in the electron
densities (S.Chakravarthy and K.K.Kannan, unpublished results),
and low-resolution observations in this dataset, like DSl, are
not missing.
Scale factors for DS2 with respect to DSl, computed for
individual resolution shells, and listed in Table-l, show that
Table-1. Comparison of two HCM data sets. The meaning of various columns for each resolution shell are:
dnax and dmln - maximum and minimum limits of d-spacings, nrfl, nrf2 and nrft - number of observations in
DS1, DS2 ond theoretically estimated, foml, fom2 and dfm - mean Fo in 0S1 and 0S2 and mean difference of
Fo, scl -scale factor and Rshl - R-value.

dmax

dcnin nrfl

9.77
5.80
4.78
4.23
3.87
3.61
3.40
3.24
3.10
2.99
2.89
2.80
2.72
2.65
2.59
2.53
2.48
2.43
2.38
2.34
2.30
2.26
2.23
2.20
2.17
2.14
2.11
2.08
2.06

4.78
4..23
3.87
3.61
3.40
3.24
3.10
2.99
2.89
2.80
2.72
2.65
2.59
2.53
2.48
2.43
2.38
2.34
2.30
2.26
2.23
2.20
2.17
2.14
2.11
2.08
2.06'
2.04
2.01

1138
1104
110?
1083
1074
1072
1071
1080
1064
1047
1050
1060
1064
1050
1031
1046
1059
1047
1060
1048
1012
1041
1053
1040
1047
1023

960
929
677

nrf2 nrft

foml

fom2

dfm

scl

Rshl

811
789
802
876
950
997

298.6
359.0
372.0
366.3
357.3
344.8
319.2
291.2
271.9
252.8
243.4
233.4
217.8
203.9
201.3
201.4
194.5
192.6
188.1
180.3
176.7
171.1
164.3
161.7
159.2
152.4
148.6
143.4
141.7

288.8
337.3
352.7
355.5
349.7
342.3
319.3
291.5
273.3
255.2
245.6
235.2
219.0
204.6
201.8
201.8
196.5
194.4
188.1
181.3
178.2
173.8
166.9
163.7
162.5
157.7
156.6
152.9
151.9

26.2
38.0
39.7
32.7
30.1
27.3
27.0
26.5
26.2
26.0
24.8
24.7
25.1
24.8
25.2
26.0
26.7
26.4
26.8
26.5
25.4
27.0
27.4
26.9
26.7
27.1
26.9
27.0
27.4

0.976
0.967
0.973
0.981
0.988
0.999
1.007
1.007
1.008
1.011
1.009
1.008
1.008
1.003
0.999
0.999
1.006
1.005
1.002
1.010
1.008
1.010
1.017
1.018
1.017
1.033
1.053
1.063
1.068

0.089
0.109
0.109
0.091
0.085
0.079
0.085
0.091
0.096
0.102
0.101
0.105
0.115
0.121
0.125
0.129
0.137
0.136
0.142
0.147
0.143
0.156
0.165
0.166
0.166
0.175
0.176
0.182
0.187

1032
1059
1046
1035
1040
1050
1051
1040
1019
1025
1041
1032
1047
1036

999
1022
1027
1008
1005

981
938
939
938

1152
1116
1100
1090
1083
1077
1073
1069
1066
1063
1061
1059
1057
1055
1054
1052
1051
1050
1049
1048
1047
1046
1045
1044
1044
1043
1042
1041
1041

further scaling correction, estimated as a function of resolution
has to be estimated. This was done, using both exponential and
power-series methods. When applied, the resulting overall R-value
has not reduced in comparison with the value of 0.118, obtained
prior to this operation. The implication of this observation is
the existence of a large scatter in the values of observations
common to the two datasets. Further comparison, using statistical
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procedures such as normal-probability plots and chi-square tests,
are being contemplated in order to see whether the differences
between the two datasets are random or systematic.
/!/

K.K.Kannan and M.Ramanadham, Int. J. Quantum Chem. XX,
199-209 (1981)
/ 2 / K.K.Kannan, M.Ramanadham and T.A.Jonesw, Annals N.Y. Acad.
Sci. 429, 49-60 (1984)
/3/ K.K.Kannan, Photon Factory Activity Report a, 74 (1990)

X-RAY STRUCTURE OF APO-NEOCARZINOSTATIN AT 1.8A RESOLUTION
(M.Ramanadham and L.C.Sieker )
Neocarzinostatin (NCS) is an antibiotic, antitumour protein,
isolated from the culture broth of a variant of Streptomyces
carzinostaticus. The active, or the holoprotein is a non-covalent
complex of a
113 amino-acid long polypeptide (apo-NCS) and a
chromophore. The structure of NCS was solved by Sieker by MIR
method. The stereochemically restrained least-squares refinement
of NCS at 2A resolution, and that of apo-NCS at 1.8A resolution
was carried out by Sieker and Ramanadham (to be published). A
brief description of the structure of apo-NCS, which is in its
concluding stages of refinement is presented here.
The crystallographic data of apo-NCS are: space group,
12121'
cell
constants,
a=27.36,
b=33.89,
c=101.9;
Z=4. The number of independent x-ray structure amplitudes in the
resolution range of 10-1.79A, used in the refinement of apo-NCS
are 7,559. The optimisation of the model, consisting of all the
778 protein non-hydrogen atoms and 267 solvent oxygen atoms, by
the method of stereochemically restrained least-squares, has
resulted in an R-value of 0.154.
P2

The molecular structure of apo-NCS (Fig.1) shows that it is
a predominantly beta-structure. It is, in fact, a seven-stranded
beta-sandwich with a cleft region identified as the chromophore
binding site. The structure of the cashew-nut shaped' apo-NCS
molecule is stabilised through numerous main-chain hydrogen, bonds
in the beta-sheets, as well as hydrophilic and hydrophobic
interactions involving various side-chains. The distributions
(see
Fig.2) of B-values
(isotropic thermal
vibration
parameters), averaged separately for main-chain and side-chain
atoms of each amino-acid residue are in excellent agreement with
the chain folding and the non-covalent interactions among various
residues. The loop region of 39-4 5 residues, which is associated
with rather large B-values is expected to be mobile in order to
facilitate the chromophore binding. Similarly, other loop
regions, namely, 79-83, 89-93 and 100-105 are also associated
with larger B-values. Generally, larger B-values of loop regions
point towards either the mobility, or the static disorder
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F i g . l S t e r e o s c o p i c view of t h e o-carbon chain of apq-NCS,
g e n e r a t e d by t h e program PLUTO t o r e p r e s e n t t h e three*
dimensional folding of t h e p r o t e i n molecule
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associated with these regions. The' two other loop regions,
namely, 25-32 and 57-62 have comparatively much lower B-values,
which may be due to the stabilising influence of H-bond and other
interactions among the residues in these regions. A case in point
is the so-called tyrosine loop involving the residue 30. The
terminal oxygen atom of the side-chain of TYR-30 is involved in
two hydrogen bonds, the first one is made to the main-chain amide
group of residue 27, while the second one is made, through a
solvent molecule, to the main-chain carbonyl group of residue 25.
The average B-values of side-chains reflect the -relative
structural stability of various points of the main-chain at which
the side-chains are attached, as well as the occurrence or
absence of non-covalent interactions involving them. For example,
the side-chain of GLN-27, which has a
large B-value, though
exposed to the solvent, has no significant H-bonds associated
with it. The guanidinum group of ARG-71 seems to have two
alternate orientations, one of which is opted for in the current
model. On the other hand, no such disorder is observed for the
side-chain of ARG-70. This fact is clearly reflected in the Bvalues of these two adjacent residues. The side-chains of Glu-74,
ARG-82 and GLU-106, all associated with large B-values, do not
seem to be correctly modelled at present. Efforts are underway to
correct this situation, as well as to remodel the partially
disordered solvent atoms.
Refinement of NCS structure without the chromophore in the
model is in its final stages. Completion of this refinement, and
the modelling of chromophore in the binding site the next steps
contemplated for the immediate future.
•ff

Dept of Biological Structure, Univ of Washington, Seattle, USA

NEUTRON DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS OF HYDROGEN BONDING IN PROTEIN
COMPONENTS -CARBOXYL AND AMINO GROUPS (M.Ramanadham, V.S.Jakkal
and R.Chidambaram)
An analysis of the systematics of hydrogen-bond geometry,
based on the high-precision neutron diffraction structures of
amino acids and small peptides studied at BARC, Brookhaven
National Laboratory, USA, and elsewhere, has been reported
earlier /l/,which has also included the generation of standard
parameters for various structural parameters and potential
functions for N+-H...O and N-H...0 hydrogen bonds. A more recent
analysis / 2 / of H-bonding has been aimed at looking at specific
behaviour of various H-bonding groups in these structures in
terms of bond-length, bond-strength correlations and H-bond
populations. An extension of these ideas to carboxyl and amino
groups is described here.
is

The ionized carboxyl group, -C00~, in these structures
a potential H-bond acceptor. Figures 1 and 2 show scatter
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ac2-

0<L^ " " " ^ ^ ^ 0 ,

Fig.l

Scatter plot of hydrogen bonds
projected on to the carboxyl plane

around

-CO0~

groups

plots of Hjbond donor atoms (N, 0 and a few C atoms) surrounding
the -COO
group.
Concentration
of
the
donors
in the
directions of lone-pairs on the oxygen atoms, projected onto the
carboxyl plane is evident in Fig.l. A few donors are also seen in
the lone-pair bisector directions. There are, in all 23 -C00~
groups with 33 H-bonds with 0-^ as acceptor and 47 with O z
as acceptor. Average X...0} and X...0 2 are, respectively
2.82(16) and 2.83(15)A. These features are quite consistent with
the residual bond strengths on the oxygen atoms of the ionized
carboxyl groups after accounting for the two C-0 bonds in each
case. As shown in Fig.2, where the view direction is down
C-^-C^ bond, a majority of H-bond donors are significantly
outside the carboxyl plane.
On the other hand, the neutral carboxyl group, -COOH seems
to be associated with a
significantly different pattern of
H-bonds, compared to that of the ionized carboxyl group. In the
19 -COOH groups, the carbonyl oxygen atom is H-bond acceptor in
only 11 cases, with an average donor-acceptor distance of
2.96(17)A. The distributions of the H-bonds involving this oxygen
atom, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, are quite similar to what is
seen in Figures l
and 2. On the other hand, the other oxygen
atom, the hydroxyl oxygen of -COOH is a H-bond donor in all the
19 cases. It makes 13 H-bonds with oxygen atoms, and 6 with Cl~
ions. The corresponding (0 2 ...Y) distances are respectively,
2.57(6) and 3.04(2)A, which are quite short compared to other 0H...0 and 0-H...C1" H-bonds, where the donor group is not a
carboxyl group. The hydrogen atom is in cis conformation with
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Pig. 2 Scatter plot of hydrogen bonds around
viewing down the C^-Cg bond

0Z,H

-CQO"

groups

Oi

Fig.3
(Left)
Scatter
plot
of
h y d r o g e n b o n d s a r o u n d -COOH g r o u p s
p r o j e c t e d o n t o the c a r b o x y l p l a n e
Fig.4
(Above) Scatter
plot
of
h y d r o g e n b o n d s a r o u n d -COOH g r o u p s
v i e w i n g down" the C J - C J bond

respect to 0-^ atom in all except one case. Interestingly, 0 2 is
not found to be a H-bond acceptor in not even one case. The
reason seems to be the almost total saturation of the bondstrength of this oxygen atom from the two covalent bonds on it.
Also, Fig.4 shows that the H-bond acceptors on 0 2 tend to be
planar with the carboxyl group.
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Thus, for the x-ray protein structures, refined at medium to
low resolutions, where not only the hydrogen-atom positions are
unavailable, but also the geometric distinction between the
covalent structures of -COOH and -coo - groups is difficult to see
clearly, the ideas developed in the preceding paragraphs can aid
in making a distinction between the ionized and neutral carboxyl
groups. An exercise of this kind has been successfully carried
out on the structure of lysozyme, refined at 2A resolution / 3 / .
Fig. 5 is a

view down

the C-N

Fig. 5 Scatter plot of hydrogen
viewing down the C-N bond

bond of

bonds

33 -NH 3 +

around

groups

-NH 3 " groups

involved in 99 H-bonds as proton donors. Most of the acceptors
are either oxygen atoms, or Cl~ ions. The amino groups seems
to rotate by about 10 degrees, sometimes even as much as 20
degrees around the C-N bond in order to facilitate an optimal
formation of all the three H-bonds made by it. On the other hand,
distortions in the covalent geometry of this group seem to be
minimal. This aspect can be used in identifying the H-bond
acceptors for this group in the x-ray protein structures, and
then, generating the hydrogen atoms by a least-squares method, in
which the non-linearity of the three H-bonds is minimized.
This analysis has been extended to all the neutron
diffraction studies (about 770) listed in the .Cambridge
Crystallographic Database. Scatter plots, similar to the ones
shown in Figures l to 4 are generated along with the H-bond
parameters. The results are being analysed at present.
it

.

.
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/ I / M.Ramanadham and R.Chidambaram, in 'Advances in Crystallography' , R.Srinivasan(ed.), Oxford & IBH, New Delhi
(1978), P. 81-103
/ 2 / R.Chidambaram and M.Ramanadham, Physica B174, 300-305(1991)
/ 3 / M.Ramanadham, L.C.Sieker and L.H.Jensen, Acta Cryst. (1990)
B46, 63-69
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Section K: Theoretical studies and other Experimental Activities
DISPERSII'Y IN THE SIZES OF DIFFUSION-LIMITED AGGREGATES
(Y.S.Mayya+ and S.L.Narasimhan)
Given an aggregate of n particles, a quantitative measure of
its size is its. radius of gyration R_, defined with respect to
its center of mass. In a stochastic growth process, different
configurations of n-particle aggregates, attained in accordance
with the specified growth rules, give rise to different values of
R„. This constitutes what may be termed as "configurational size
fluctuations" in random aggregates. For aggregates having a
fractal dimension D, the well-known mass scaling law n = CR D . is
defined with respect to the rms radius of gyration R = <R„ 2 > 1 / 2 /
where R_'s are averaged over all possible configurations. The
dispersrty(variance) due to the configurational fluctuations in
R_ is an important quantity that would set a lower limit on the
absolute error expected on the measured R.
Using a gaussian stochastic model for configurational size
fluctuations, we have shown/1/ that diffusion-limited aggregates
asymptotically attain monodispersity (variance — > 0) in R q 's in
three dimensions and above. The decay of variance in R„ as a
function of the cluster mass is found to be the fastest in
Euclidean dimension d_ = 4.65. However, in two dimensions, the
variance is found to diverge with the mass. These results are a
consequence of relating R q fluctuations to the width of the
active zone of growth.
+

Environmental Assessment Division

/!/ Y.S.Mayya and S.L.Narasimhan, Phys. Rev. A46, 2170 (1992).

GEOMETRIC PHASE AND THE SPINNING NEUTRON
(A.G.Wagh and V.C.Rakhecha)
It has been realised lately that over an evolution of a
quantal system along a closed circuit in the projective Hilbert
space, a component of the phase acquired depends only on the
geometry / 1 / of the circuit. This component is called the
geometric (or Berry) phase and equals the phase anholonomy /?./
arising from the parallel transport component of the evolution.
For a neutron spin vector describing a closed circuit c on a
sphere of spin directions under the influence of magnetic fields,
the geometric phase equals minus half the solid angle subtended
by C at the sphere centre.
We have identified three categories of exact cyclic spinor
evolutions / 3 / in cyclic and noncyclic rotating magnetic fields,
each yielding a pure geometric phase. Category I corresponds to
the magnetic field and neutron spin vectors rotating together
maintaining
a right angle between them, thus parallel
transporting the spinor. This evolution is a nonadiabatic
analogue of the diurnal evolution of a Foucault pendulum. We have
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investigated the whole class of time-dependent magnetic fields
comprising a static longitudinal component superimposed on an
elliptically varying transverse component. This class includes as
special cases both the rotating field and the field with a
linearly oscillating tranverse component. We have shown that over
this entire class, the only nontrivial parallel transportation
possible is that constituted by category I.
In Categories II and III, the Hamiltonian is not necessarily

Fig.l

Fig.2

Fig.

1 A
cyclic spin trajectory
flipper (Category 1 1 ) .

Fig.

2

of

an

incident

up-state

in

a

resonant

2i

T r a j e c t o r i e s of n e u t r o n s p i n ( c u s p e d ) a n d m a g n e t i c f i e l d f o r a c y c l i c
e v o l u t i o n ( C a t e g o r y I I I ) . The b e g i n n i n g ( b ) and the end ( e ) p o i n t s on
the m a g n e t i c f i e l d t r a j e c t o r y
i n d i c a t e that
the m a g n e t i c
field h a s
completed
about
1.3 r e v o l u t i o n s . T h e c u s p v i s i b l e
in t h e s p i n
t r a j e c t o r y r e s u l t s f r o m t h e n o n c y c l i c i t y of t h e m a g n e t i c f i e l d .

cyclic, nor does the spinor get parallel transported, but the net
dynamical phase over the evolution vanishes. The noncyclicity of
the Hamiltonian causes a discontinuity in the slope of the spin
trajectory at the starting-cum-ending point (cf. Figs. 1 and 2) .
All these evolutions are realisable in interferometric as w£ll as
polarimetric experiments. We plan to carry out these experiments
at the Missouri University Research Reactor (MURR) USA in
collaboration with the Atominstitut group in Vienna and the MURR
group.
/l/ Report of the Solid State Physics Division, BARC (July 1990 December 1991) BARC/1992/P/003, pp 81-83
/ 2 / A.G. Wagh, Sol. St. Phys. (India) 34C (1991) 8-8b
/ 3 / A.G. Wagh and V.C. Rakhecha, Phys. Lett. A 170, 71 (1992)
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MAGNETIZATION CORVES FOR A HARD SUPERCONDUCTOR SAMPLE IN THE
SHAPE OF A GENERAL ELLIPSOID (K.V. Bhagwat and P. Chaddah )
Experimental magnetization measurements are often reported
on thin films or single crystals in the form of plate-lets. These
to a good degree, may be approximated by spheroids or ellipsoids
of high eccentricity. Thus for a fair comparison of experimental
data it is desirable to obtain theoretically the magnetization
curves for a sample in the shape of a general ellipsoid. The
macroscopic description of the magnetization behaviour of a hard
type-II superconductor is provided by Bean's Critical State
model.
Magnetization is calculated knowing the current density by
invoking Ampere's equivalent shell theorem. The required current
density and the flux-front (which governs the extent of the
current carrying region) are determined by imposing two
constraints, viz., in the presence of uniform applied magnetic
field, both the magnetic induction and the magnetization
generated by the shielding current distribution should be uniform
in the current-free region of the sample. We have obtained
explicit expressions for the flux-front and the shielding current
density for a sample in the shape of a general ellipsoid with
semi-axes a, b and c, oriented such that the c-axis coincides
with the z-axis which is also the direction of the applied
magnetic field. Our results for the flux-front can be expressed
as
r = u (sin20 + (u 2 /c 2 q)cos 2 9) - 1 / 2
u = a 2 + b 2 + b(q - l ) 2 +2b(q - 1)6 -

{ah/6)2

tan (p = [{b2/<5 + b(q-l))/{a2/6 + b(q-l))]tan n
62 = a 2 cos2n +b 2 sin2n
where q is the parameter related to the magnitude of the applied
field. The shielding current density has the expression
[sin2e + (u 2 /c 2 q)cos 2 0] 1 ' /2 sin e .
C

sin 2 9 + u2{(6+b(q-l))/(2bc2q2)}cos20

The magnitude H* of the applied field is related to q through a
more complicated relation involving a double integral. The expression for magnetization can also be reduced to a quadrature.
Thus the magnetization of the sample can be calculated as a function of the applied field. Virgin magnetization curve shows
saturation at the field for full flux penetration. The magnetization for the reverse curve was obtained as usual.
Centre for Advanced Technology, Indore.
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SDRFACB SCATTERING PROM COMPLEX FLUID (M.K.Sanyal,S,K.Sinha*
W. Zhao , X.Zhao , J. Sokolov** and M. Rafailovich )
We have extended our surface scattering study on simple
liquid surface / l / to complex fluid systems like polymer
solutions. We have carried out x-ray diffuse scattering studies
of liquid-vapor interface of toluene and polybromostyrene
(PBrS)/toluene solutions for polymer molecular weights 90K and 1M
at concentrations up to 11.7%, well into the entangled semidilute regime. We have calculated / 2 / the static structure factor
and equal time height-height correlation function based on a
Maxwell viscoelastic model /3/.
*

Exxon Research Laboratory
Physics Department, Queens College

/l/ M.K. Sanyal, S.K. Sinha, K.G. Huang and B.M. Ocko, Phys. Rev.
Lett., 66, 628 (1991)
/2/ W. Zhao, X.Zhao, J. Sokolov, M. Rafailovich, M.K. Sanyal,
S.K. Sinha, B.H. Cao, M.W. Kim and B.B. Sauer, J. Chem.
Phys., In Press.
/3/ J.L. Harden, H. Pleiner and P.A. Pincus, J. Chem. Phys., 94,
5208 (1991).
STRUCTURAL ENERGY-VOLUME PHASE DIAGRAM QF TIN
(H.G. Salunke, G.p. Das and N.E. Christensen )
Amongst the group IVA elements, Sn is in the borderline
between semiconducting Si or Ge and metallic Pb. At ambient
pressure it has two structural 1modifications viz. the diamond
structured a-Sn (called 'grey tin ) below 13 C and the double-bet
structured )3-Sn (called 'white tin') above 13 C. a-Sn is zero
band gap semiconductor (or a semimetal) , while j3-Sn is a metal.
Sn is the only material which experiences a -> p transition at
atmospheric pressure, while the same takes place at much higher
pressures for Si or Ge. Under hydrostatic pressure, Sn has been
observed to undergo transitions to bet and bec phases.
We have investigated the electronic structures and energyvolume curves of different phases of Sn, using selfconsistent
LMTO method at various levels of sophistication. Although complete calculations of structural stability must include the
entropy term in the free energy, the ground state total energy
(at T=o) provides a very important starting point. The conventional LMTO method .within atomic sphere approximation (ASA) has
proved to be quite successful in predicting the ground state
electronic properties and the static structural properties (like
the equilibrium lattice constant, bulk modulus etc.) of crystalline solids with good accuracy. We have applied this method to
calculate the band structures, density of states (DOS) etc. of
the different phases of Sn /l/. The DOS of a-Sn exhibits the
usual 3-humped structure common to the tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors like Si and Ge, but with a zero gap characteristic of
a semimetal. In the metallic 0-Sn, bet and bec phases, the band
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widths keep on increasing and finally the bcc DOS shows a free
electron like behaviour. We have also tried to obtain the variation of total energy with volume for the different phases. The
transition pressures and volumes are then calculated from the
common tangent of the energy-volume curves, using the well-known
Birch-Mumaghan fit. The phase diagram obtained from car LMTO-ASA
calculations, however, does not match with either experiment or
with the pseudopotential prediction / 2 / . For example, the a-Sn
and j3-sn phases turn out to have widely different total energies,
and the transition pressures are also incorrect. This is not
unexpected within ASA, where the charge densities and potentials
are spheridized within the atomic spheres, thus making it difficult to calculate the energy differences caused by symmetry
lowering displacements of atoms. This situation can be salvaged
by the use of full potential (FP) LMTO method, which is without
any shape approximation, and can deliver total energy with an accuracy in the range of milli-Rydberg per atom / 3 / . We have used
this FP-LMTO scheme with non-overlapping muffin-tin spheres and a
triple-K basis (K=-O.OlRy, -l.ORy, -2.3Ry) with 22 orbitals per
atom.
The
resulting
phase
diagram
matches
with
the
pseudopotential result / 2 / .
Department of Physics, Aarhus University, Denmark.
/ I / H.G.Salunke, G.P.Das and N.E.Christensen, in "Recent Trends
in High Pressure Research", ed. A.K. Singh (Oxford & IBH
Publ. Co. Pvt. Ltd., 1992) p.103
/ 2 / B.H. Cheong and K.J. Chang, Phys. Rev. B 44, 4103 (1991)
/3/ M. Methfessel, Phys. Rev. B 38, 1537 (1988)

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OP FERROELECTRIC CERAMICS
(G.P.Das, O.K.Andersen and R.Raj )
A collaborative project on the above topic has been initiated at MPI Stuttgart, our aim is do systematic study of
simulation, design, synthesis, characterization and optical
property measurements of thin films of ferroelectric ceramics
like KTN (KTa x Nb 1 _ x 0 3 ), integrated onto a semiconductor like
GaAs. As a first step, we have calculated the optical transition
matrices and hence the frequency response of the dielectric constant of KNb0 3 (both in its Cubic phase above T C and in
Tetragonal phase below T c ) .
Max Planck Institute, D-7000 Stuttgart 80, Germany
Materials Science Dept., Cornell University, New York, USA
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MEASUREMENTS ON TWO DIMENSIONAL
AQUEOUS SUGAR SOLUTIONS (A.S. Paranjpe)

ISOTROPIC GROWTHS FROiJ

Laplacian growth processes can lead to a variety of
structures under different boundary cond5.tions / l / . In
aggregation from solutions, fractal aggregates are observed in
the limit of finite concentration gradient normal to the
interface (oc/on= finite) with negligible surface tension. On the
other hand, in the limit of finite surface tension and oc/on->0,
spherical aggregates with maximum radius of the sphere, R = . 14/im
are theoretically expected / 2 / . However, in two dimensions, we
have observed formation of circular aggregates with macroscopic
dimensions (Rm ax « a few mm to a few cm) from aqueous solutions
of glucose ana sucrose / 3 / . The structure is non-fractal and is
not explainable in terms of models such as diffusion limited
aggregation (DLA) model.
0.5ml/sq.in. of solutions in the concentration range 0.02M
to 0.1M are spread on precleaned glass slides mounted on levelled
benches inside a constant temperature bath. The volume of the
bath (125*103cc)
is very large compared to the solution volume
so that the vapour pressure around the sample remains constant.
Nucleation sets in about a week to a few weeks. Patterns formed
have a circular morphology. A typical pattern is seen in plate I.
Under crossed polarisers, a dark field of view parallel to the
poiariser axes is observed. This is seen in plate II. The
alignment of the crystallites is homoeotropic as indicated by the
field of view which is unaffected by the rotation of the sample
table.

PLATE I CIRCULAR
MORPHOLOGY OF A
GROWING AGGREGATE

PLATE II FIELD OF
VIEW UNDER CROSSED
POLARISERS

PLATE III MORPHOLOGY
OF A TYPICAL GLUCOSE
AGGREGATE

After the onset of nucleation, radius of the growing front, width
of the rings etc. are measured as a function of time and solution
concentration, measurements
are performed using a travelling
microscope.
Figure la gives the growth velocity of a sucrose colony as a
function of its radius, v = o.005cm/hour
at 22"C and
0.0026cm/hour at 25°C. This shows that in this temperature range,
growth velocity decreases with increasing temperature. For
glucose, as seen in figure lb, v = o.003cm/hour at 25°C. v is
independent of the molar solution concentration (c) in the range
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c =* .02M to ,1M (fig.lc). For O0.1M, patterns are -too thick to
merit any measurements since we are interested in nearly two
fiiraensional patterns.
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Glucose aggregates have a striking morphology with the
solute density in the aggregate varying radially (plate III). As
seen in figure 2a, width w of the dense rings is constant,
0.02cm, as a function of the ring radius. It is also found to-be
constant for c= 0.04M to 0.08M (figure 2b). w=0.05cm for c=0.1M.
For c=o.02M w has two values, 0.01cm and 0.02cm.
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In order to understand the growth mechanism of such
patterns, it is important to know the nature of the phase from
which they evolve. Preliminary investigations suggest that after
the first rapid solvent evaporation from a thin film of solution
on a glass slide, solutions are super-saturated and are in a
semi-solid state. Thereafter, the solution weight remains
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constant fo» weeks together, as seen in figure 3. This indicates
that the evolvent molecules are tightly bound to the solute
molecules, thus making the precipitation difficult. Typically for
glucose,
solute:solvent::86:14
for
starting
solution
Concentration, c=0.08M. Formation of a nucleation centre takes a
few weeks. These observations indicate that (i) away from supersaturation, solvent evaporation is much faster compared to the
solute precipitation and (ii) in the super-saturated solution,
solvent molecules are tightly bound to the solute molecules
making precipitation difficult and hence slow. Any solute
precipitation near the interface will set some solvent molecules
free wViich will quickly evaporate off leaving the solution
concentration near the interface unchanged. Thus, the limit
oc/on->0 is experimentally achieved. This would lead to formation
of circular aggregates as expected theoretically, with Rmax=^14^»
beyond which the shape of the aggregates is not expectea to be
stable. Observed value of R > few mm to few cm. thus remains
Unexplained.
A qualitative picture of the interface propagation may be
given as follows. Onset of a nucleation centre is possible by
some spontaneous fluctuation in concentration. Further growth of
the interface may be driven by the energy difference between the
metastable super-saturated solution and the saturated solution.
Rate of precipitation per unit time, per unit length of the
interface (since we are considering a two dimensional growth) at
a constant temperature, humidity and super-saturation will be
constant, say A. If C is the solute density in the precipitate
per unit area of the precipitate, then for a colony of radius r,
amount of solute required to increase the radius by dr is
[7r(r+dr)2-7rr2]C « 27rrdrC
If the increase in precipitate radius dr has taken place in time
dt, the amount of solute precipitated = A . 27rrdt. Thus,
2C7rrdr = 2A?rrdt
dr/dt = A/C = constant.

or

Thus, the growth velocity of the interface is independent of the
colony radius.
Origin of radial density variation can also be qualitatively
traced. Let C be the solute concentration in the precipitate and
C^ that in the solution. Then, c >C 1 . The amount of solute in a
solution disc of radius r = 7rr-,2C1. If r be the radius of the
disc precipitated from this solution, then
or

2

r /r x

2

fr^C-,
= cyc^

= 7rr2C

>1
rj>

or

r

Thus, radius of a circular aggregate will be smaller than that of
the solution from which it precipitates, since the solution can
not flow due to high surface tension with the glass, the gap
between the solution and the precipitate will remain except for a
few solute molecules in the solution wetting the glass, which
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give rise to the low density ring after solvent evaporation.
Exact mechanism of the ring formation will depend upon solution
thiclcness T 1 / the precipitate thickness r,the rate of solvent
evaporation and the consequent change in C ^
Detailed
calculations to demonstrate the exact behaviour are under way.
We have experimentally observed the formation of isotropic
patterns in the two dimensional aggregation of sucrose and
glucose molecules from their aqueous solutions by a novel
mechanism. The growth velocity is constant as a function of the
radius of the growing front and the structure dose not appear to
be governed by DLA. Some evidence suggests the growth to be
driven by the phase separation due to energy difference between
the saturated and super-saturated phases coupled with solvent
evaporation and interaction with forces such as surface tension
between the solution and the glass. Formation of stable supersaturated solutions is important for such growths. We propose to
study these super-saturated solution phases
with DSC and x-ray
diffraction techniques.
/I/ Fractal Growth Phenomena, Ed. Tamas Vicsek, World scientific,
(Singapore, New Jersey, ect.) ; Chapter 9, pp268(19S9)
/2/ W.W. Mullins and R.F. Sekerka, J. Appl. Phys. 34, 323(1963)
/3/ A.S. Paranjpe, Proc. Solid State Phys. Symp. 35C, 88(1991)
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Instrumentation
and
Software Development

MODIFICATION
OP
THE
NEUTRON
SPECTROMETER AT DHRUVA REACTOR
(L. Madhav Rao and Sk. Mohammad Yusuf)

POLARISATION

ANALYSIS

The reflectivity measurements of various analyser crystals
(Co-Fe
(200)
and
Cu 2 MnAl
(111)
)
with
Co-Fe
as
polariser/monochromator clearly showed the possibility of
enhancing the intensity with proper choice of polariser-analyser
combination. So with a view to enhancing the intensity of the
polarised monochromatic neutron beam of the polarisation analysis
spectrometer /!/,
the existing 1.5mm thick, 50mm diameter
Co
0 92^ e 0 08( 20 °) polariser/monochromator was replaced by a 4mm
thxclc, 50mm x 50mm Cu 2 MnAl(lll)
single crystal.
After
readjustment of the monochromator take-off angle to get the same
wavelength
1.2
A as before, an enhancement
factor
of
approximately 3.2 was obtained at the sample position, as seen by
the monitor counter. However, an overall gain in the triple axis
mode (at the detector side) is roughly 30% with the thin (1.5mm
thick) Cu 2 MnAl(lll) as the analyser crystal compared to the
previous combination of Co-Fe (polariser) and thick Cu 2 MnAl
(analyser). A considerable improvement of the overall intensity
is expected on replacement of the thin Cu2MnAl analyser by a
thicker one.
A quantitative estimation of the second order contamination
in the monochromatic beam was carried out and found to be only of
the order of 2.5%. The polarization of the neutron beam is
0.9883, compared to 0.9736 when C o Q 9 2 F e Q _ 0 8 ( 2 0 0 ) was the
polariser/monochromator.
With a view to performing polarisation analysis studies with
the sample temperature varying from 20K to 300K and field varying
from 0 to 4.5 kOe, an H-type electromagnet has been designed to
carry one of the recently acquired APD based closed cycle
refrigerators.
The
yoke,
pole
piece
and
current
coil
configuration were optimised using a computer program. It has two
pairs of demountable pole pieces which provide either a vertical
or a horizontal magnetic field of 0 to 4.5 kOe at the sample
position with a homogeneity of about 97.8%. It consists of four
current carrying coils ( 1 = 5 Amp) with a total heat dissipation
of only 300 watts. The fabrication work is in progress.
/ I / L. Madhav Rao, Sk. Mohammad Yusuf and R.S. Kothare, Indian J.
Pure & Appl. Phys. 30 (1992) 276.
HI-RESOLUTION INELASTIC SCATTERING SPECTROMETER AT DHRUVA:
MARX MODE (R.Mukhopadhyay, S.K. Paranjpe and B.A. Dasannacharya)
The spectrometer is installed at the east end of the lower
through tube (TT1104) at Dhruva Reactor. The main feature of this
spectrometer is the Multi Angle Reflecting X-tal (MARX) mode / l / ;
the analyser is made of a large crystal and detection is by a
position sensitive detector. The energy analysis of the scattered
neutrons is carried out on the basis of their impact position on
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the detector. This arrangement makes feasible simultaneous
detection of scattered neutrons in a range of scattering angles
and energies with an improved data collection rate.
The spectrometer is based on well . known triple axis
principle. The monochromator is located inside the cavity of the
biological shield providing closer approach to the source. The
monochromator consists of two crystals in parallel geometry such
that different incident wavelengths are obtained at a fixed
sample position. Each monochromator has 20 (2x2 cm ) small
Pyrolytic graphite crystals fixed on a crystal orienter in a 5x4
matrix having facility to obtain a curved crystal of given
curvature / 2 / . In the present situation the first monochromator
is aligned to a flat one whereas the second is vertically bent.
The analyser at present is a 20 x5 cm
pyrolytic graphite
crystal, obtained from two (lox5cm) crystals placed side by side
inside an aluminium frame; the detector is a 60cm long 5cm dia He
detector. This combination gives an energy transfer range of 2meV
at an incident neutron wavelength of 4A. The whole
spectrometer
( analyser and detector ) is movable on air-cushion. The movement
of the spectrometer and the data acquisition is done using an IBM
PC based system.
The resolution of the spectrometer has been obtained to be
200 ueV from the FWHM of the ZrH 2 data. Data from various samples
have been collected to test the performance of the spectrometer.
The data collection rate has been found to be very promising;
good quality data could be collected from hydrogenous samples in
a time typically about 5 hours. A typical spectrum from (NH4)2'S04
is shown in fig 1. The data have been corrected for background
and normalised to ZrH 2 data to show the quasielastic broadening
obtained due to NH 4 ion reorientations.
/!/

J.K. Kjems and P.h. Reynolds, IAEA Conf. Inel. Neut. Scatt.
(1972)
/ 2 / R. Mukhopadhyay and B.A. Dasannacharya, BARC-Rep 1-851 (1985).

KEUTRON GUIDES INSTALLATION AT DHRUVA REACTOR
(L.Madhav Rao, S.G.Shukla, P.N.Dhondse+, A.Bose*, H.P.Vyas )
The support frames, 55 in number, of the two guides were
anchored along the centre lines marked on the floor of the
reactor hall and the Guide Tube (GT) Laboratory. The support
plates of the two guides were then mounted on these frames and
bolted to the frames after ensuring its proper elevation and
horizontally, using suitable optical instruments. The centre line
of the plates were ensured to coincide with the corresponding
centre line previously marked on the floors of the reactor hall
and the GT laboratory. The support frames were then tack-welded
to the slinch-anchors grouted on the floor. Likewise, the support
plates were tack-welded to the bolts on the upper portion of the
support frames.
The optical alignment of the 1-metre long guide elements of
Gl was first taken up. The first element facing the pile face was
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aligned with the aid of a portable He-Ne laser and a precisionjig carrying a sliding rod, capable of sliding precisely along
the axis of the slot provided in the pile block insert. Thus,
the centre axis of the first guide element was made to coincide
with the axis of this slot. Optical alignment of the subsequent
20 guide elements on Gl was accomplished with the aid of an autocollimator and a pentaprism. After completion of the optical
alignment of all. the elements, all along the guide, boronated
wood covers and lead covers were mounted over the guide elements.
Vaquum shrouds were then mounted over the support plates carrying
the guide and bolted on to the plates to ensure subsequent
production of vacuum inside the guide. At the portion of the
east wall flanges separating the reactor hall and the GT
laboratory, split flanges were mounted to "thug" the guide .all
around and then sealed with polysulphide compound to ensure
isolation of the atmosphere of the reactor hall from the GT
laboratory.
The optical alignment of 34 guide elements (each element 1
metre long) on the second guide G2 was accomplished in a similar
manner. This guide also was covered with boronated wood covers
and lead covers and the vacuum shrouds mounted. Sealing of the
guide to ensure isolation of the atmospheres of the reactor hall
and the GT laboratory was done in a similar manner.
The installation of all the mechanical components of the
guides and the sealing of the split flanges, isolating the
reactor hall from the GT laboratory was carried out by the
Reactor Group.
50cm thick heavy density concrete walls have been provided
design inside the reactor hall for radiation shielding.
+
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DEVELOPMENT OF LIQUID METHANE COLD NEUTRON SOURCE
(H.N.Motwani, S.V.Babrekar, S.Basu and C.L.Thaper)
The following aspects have been completed for the liquid
methane cold neutron source (CNS).
(a) The cryogenic pump, to be used for circulating liq. CH4
was leaking near the shaft seal . We detected that this was due
to lateral movement of #the shaft caused by a faulty roller
bearing holding the pump shaft. This prompted us i) to try and
replace the mechanical seal and ii) replace the roller bearing. A
local company had manufactured the mechanical seal along with the
housing. This seal was tested by replacing the roller bearing
with a ball bearing and by circulating water.
(b) Presently the capacity of the centrifugal pump for
cryogenic fluid (flow rate and pressure head ) is an order of
magnitude higher than our requirement i.e. 4 litres/minute of liq
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CH 4 at 2 kg. Whenever we tested the loop using liq. nitrogen we
observed that the high flow rate makes the lcop unstable, and
quite often there is trapped vapour in the pump causing
interruption in liquid flow. A detailed calculation/1/ showed
that an rpm of 2960 ( the pump-motors1 rpm) of the pump will be
sufficient to generate the required pressure and flow. The pump
at present has an rpm of 9600 and there is a gear box between the
pump and the motor. We have decided to change the gears to bring
the • rotational speed of the pump down. The gears ' have been
designed and fabricated. They have been inspected after machining
and hardening. Grinding and further inspection is in progress.
(c) There is a Pt-100 thermometer on the cryogenerator head
to monitor the temperature and to prevent methane from freezing
on the cryogenerator head by switching the machine on-off through
a temperature controller circuit. The original thermometer
supplied by Philips Holland was shorting quite often causing the
machine to trip. We have replaced this with a local Pt-100 which
is more rugged. This has made the running of the cryogenerator
more stable.
(d) Four pressure release valves for gas methane tanks being
fabricated at Central Workshops BARC, have been procured. These
valves have been tested and
two of them have been found to be
faulty.
/!/ S.V.Babrekar, S.Basu (internal circulation)

DETECTOR DEVELOPMENT (S.R.Chinchanikar,Y.D.Dande,S.S.Desai,
A.K. Patra and R.s. Udyavar)
Production of BF 3 , 3 He and X-ray proportional counters has
continued. A total of 9 counters have been made, of which 3 are
prototype 3 He detectors designed for REM-monitors of Electronics
Division (ED), BARC. ED have evaluated these detectors in their
instrument.
A 300 mm long, 38 mm dia linear PSD for powder diffraction
with neutrons has been successfully fabricated.' This high
efficiency ( 80% at 2A ) detector has a 50 um CCQF anode (2K
/mm) . Extensive tests has shown excellent linearity and
uniformity of response over 220 mm length, with an average
position resolution of 3.5mm FWHM. This is far superior than the
5-6mm FWHM earlier obtained on the 1 meter PSDs/1/.
Long, linear PSDs covering large scattering angles have the
disadvantage of large parallax errors at the ends. ILL, Grenoble
solved the problem in the early eighties by building curvilinear, multianode detectors (Banana). Another method would be to
use a series of short (say 50 anodes), multianode linear PSDs.
One such module has been successfully built and tested. This
rectangular detector (265 x 50 mm 2 active area) has 52 fcires at
5.1 pitch mounted on a PCB frame at the centre of a 20mm deep
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aluminum chamber. The wires are interconnected with IK resistors
to ,form a resistive chain for charge-division read out. Filled
with 3 He + Kr mixture ( 3 bar), the detector has shown a plateau
of 100V, an energy resolution of 20% FWHM and an average position
resolution of 4mm for neutrons falling over each wire. An
apparent reduction in sensitivity between each two wires is still
not well understood.
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS (K.L.Patel)
Two samples of high current superconductors have been tested
in the Ic-H facility. One is a 7 stranded, SC cable made by M/s.
Hindustan Cables, Hyderabad using BARC made Nb-Ti conductors.
This showed an Ic of 517A at 7.2T, showing a degradation of 50%
over the expected value. The second was a 1.3mm dia conductor
extruded by AFD, BARC and withstood 580A at 7. 5T field with a
degradation
of 23%.
CRYSTAL GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION
and P.K. Dayanidhi)

(A.M Shaikh, Mala Rao

The Bridgeman type crystal-growth furnace which could not be
operated for the last 4 years, has been recommissioned. After
checking all the subsystems, the furnace was operated to grow a
1.2 Kg, 100 mm dia single crystal of OFHC copper. The detailed
characterization of this crystal is in progress at one of the
neutron spectrometers at CIRUS. The growth direction is confirmed
as <001>. Rocking curves at various reflections have been
obtained. The mosaic spread of the crystal has been measured as
13.58'.
HELIUM LIQUEFIER OPERATION
(A.P. Bagool, Y.D. Dande and T. Srinivasan)
The
old
Phillips
liquefier
has
operated
fairly
satisfactorily at an average production rate of 3.5 lts/hrs.
About 1500 liters of LHe was produced and distributed. Major
achievement was a nearly uninterrupted supply of LHe for the
newly acquired SQUID Magnetometer in the division. The liquefier
operation was temporarily suspended in Feb.92 to take up the task
of installation of new liquefier. The new (Kotch Process Systems
Inc. Model 1430) liquefier has now been put in operation.
Installation work was initiated in March 92 and completed by May
92. Some 300 plus brazed joints were successfully made on the
interconnecting piping. After checking all sub-systems, the
liquefier was commissioned during 15-25 June with a rated
production rate of 10 lts/hrs for 2 compressors without
precooling. The 3rd compressor will be integrated in the system
after a faulty contactor is replaced.
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HELIUM-NEON SEALED LASER

(S.R.Chinchanikar)

A second He-Ne sealed laser with
50 mW power has been
fabricated and tested for nearly 700 hours of operation.
KEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY (Y.D.Dande and R.S.Udyavar)
The division has continued to render neutron radiography
service to ISRO. some 50 Pyro-devices like cable cutters, bolt
cutters and pyro valves of VSSC, Trivandrura were examined at the
NR facility at APSARA. In addition, one of the staff members
(YDD) has been helping SHAR Centre, Sriharikota in the optimal
use of their 15 MeV Linac based NR system. Recent modifications
suggested on the collimator design have resulted in significant
improvement in the image quality at SHAR.

ELECTRONIC

INSTRUMENTATION

(J.N.Joshi,

N.D.Kalikar

and

R.S.Kothare)
The digital PSD analyser system on the high Q spectrometer
at DHRUVA has been modified to improve signal to noise ratio of
the processed data. A sum amplifier with a lower level
discriminator has been added and the arithmetic processing is
gated through LLD. A significant improvement in position
resolution has been observed. The sum amplifier with LLD will now
become a part of the analyser. Two such models have been
fabricated and tested. A complete PSD analyser system has been
installed at the SANS spectrometer at CIRUS. Evaluation of
indigenous modules for PSD electronics has continued. A charge
sensitive preamplifier and a 4K, ADC have been tested and found
satisfactory for our specific application.
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& GENERALIZED RIETVELD PROFILE REFINEMENT TECHNIQUE FOR
NEUTRON DIFFRACTION DATA ANALYSIS
(Sk. Mohammad Yusuf and L. Madhav Rao)
T h e Rietveld method for t h e analysis of n e u t r o n p o w d e r
diffraction patterns is now well established / l / . It is also well
recognised that the polarised neutron with great sensitivity can
sample ferro or ferrimagnetic order (because of the interference
b e t w e e n nuclear and magnetic s c a t t e r i n g ) . It w a s t h e r e f o r e
t h o u g h t that a profile refinement of polarised
neutron
diffraction pattern will be very useful. For this reason the
existing Rietveld profile refinement program applicable to the
a n a l y s i s of unpolarised neutron diffraction data h a s been
iftiodified to enable one to analyse polarised neutron diffraction
also. The program has the options of using in the following
situations, a) incident neutron spin up,b)
incident neutron
Erpin down, c) unpolarised incident neutron d) only nuclear
scattering. The input data file has provisions to feed correction
factors for (a) beam polarization, (b) polarisation transmission
through the specimen and (c) the spin-flip efficiency of the RF
flipper.
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As an application, this program has been used to analyse the
RF-OFF and another RF-ON neutron diffraction patterns of powder
Zn
0.45 C °0.55 F e C r O 4 specimen at room temperature taken recently on
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the Dhruva polarisation analysis spectrometer in the 2-axis
mode(Fig.l). We have carried out the analysis of this data using
the newly developed software and the site moments of both A and B
sites have been obtained. One could not obtain this information
on the basis of the unpolarised neutron data alone.
/!/• H.M- Rietveld, J. Appl. Crystallogr. 2 (1969) 65.-

IMPLEMENTATION OF NON-CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC AVERAGING
(M.V.Hosur)

PROGRAMMES

Non-crystallographic averaging of electron density is a
powerful method of refining and extending phases of X-ray
reflections. The crystals of the multi-enzyme complex contain a
four-fold non-crystallographic Symmetry axis, whose orientation
has been determined earlier by us using rotation function
calculation. The Purdue suite of averaging programs was obtained
from Prof. M.F.N.Murthy of I . I . S c ,
Bangalore have been
implemented. Presently test calculations are being carried out.

PROTEIN STRUCTURE REFINEMENT ON MIMD TYPE OF
COMPUTERS (M.Ramanadham)

PARALLEL

PROLSQ, a
computer program in standard FORTRAN, was
originally developed by John Konnert and Wayne Hendrickson for
the optimisation of x-ray protein structures by the method of
stereochemical^ restrained least-squares. A
variety of
stereochemical restraints are incorporated into the conventional
structure-factor least-squares algorithm in the form of
additional observational equations. Only the non-zero elements of
the matrix of normal equations are stored, which are solved by
the method of conjugate gradients. Various versions of this
program were implemented with extensive modifications, and used
successfully on a number of sequential machines at BARC and
elsewhere. The present version of PROLSQ runs on ND-570 system
without any trouble. Only trivial changes were needed to
implement it on LANDMARK system under a
variety of options
including -OLM (optimise loops and memory) and vectorisation.
In a typical single-cycle run of PROLSQ using a large data
set, more than 90% of the runtime is used up for the calculation
of structure factors and their derivatives, and building up of
the matrix of normal equations. These calculations are performed
by subroutines XSFREF and CALC, which together constitute less
than 20% of the total code size. Three types of runtimes are
listed in Tables 1, 2
and 3. The first row runtimes are for
XSFREF and CALC routines, the second row for the rest of PROLSQ,
and the last row for the entire PROLSQ run.
In order to run on a
parallel processing machine, the
sequential program has to be parallelised. The first step is to
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work out the strategy of parallelisation, which involves
identification and separation of various instructions of tha
original code into two files, one to be loaded into the master
processor (host), and the other in each of the slave processors
(nodes). Data communication calls have to be incorporated in both
the codes at appropriate places, so as to enable them to send and
receive data as and when required. Since most of the runtime of
PROLSQ is spent in XSFREF and CALC routines, these alone are
parallelised. The two important features of this parallel program
are, the ability to select 1
to n processors available in a
n-processor machine, and to optimise the use of all the selected
processors to the maximum possible extent.
The protein chosen for these calculations is human carbonic
anhydrase I (HCAI), consisting of more than 2,000 atoms in it.
The following data set is prepared using the experimental results
and the recent model of HCAI.
8,789 independent parameters to be refined
32,000 x-ray observations
14,639 stereochemical restraints
83,067 non-zero elements of the matrix of normal equations
Various test runs of PROLSQ, both sequential and parallel on
ND, Landmark, PACE-8 and BPPS systems are described below.
(a) Sequential runs on ND-570 and LANDMARK and parallel run on
PACE-8
Runtimes of various PROLSQ runs are listed in Table-1, where
differences between the three LANDMARK runs are also explained.
These numbers clearly show that most of the runtime taken by a
PROLSQ run is used in subroutines XSFREF and CALC. The LANDMARK
run A is about 3.6 times faster than a
ND-570 run of PROLSQ.
Optimisation and vectorisation of the program speeds it up
further, ultimately giving the best speed-up factor of 15 between
LANDMARK and ND-57 0 runs. The speed-up of B with respect to A,
and C with respect to A, computed from the second row elements of
Table-1 are, respectively 1.2 and 1.3, while the corresponding
numbers obtained from the first row are 2.3 and 4.2. This means
that significantly better speed-up is achieved for XSFREF and
CALC routines than the rest of the program PROLSQ as a result of
the optimisation and vectorisation of the code. The inevitable
conclusion that one can draw from this observation is that the
speed-up achievable by optimisation and vectorisation of the code
is very much dependent on the nature of the code itself. It may
be noted at this stage that there are thousands of iterative
computations on large data arrays in XSFREF and CALC and nothing
much else.' In any case, the overall speed-up factor achieved in
the case of PROLSQ on LANDMARK compared to ND-570 may, perhaps,
be among the best results achieved so far by any user program. In
order to compare the results of the parallel run on PACE-8 with
the sequential runs on ND-570 and LANDMARK, runtimes from row-1
alone have to be used, because, only XSFREF and CALC routines are
parallelised. The PACE-8 parallel run is 2.6 times faster than
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the ND-570 sequential run. On the other hand, the best LANDMARK
sequential run (column-C) is 6.0 times faster than the PACE-8
parallel run. However, the unoptimised, unvectorised LANDMARK
sequential run (column-A) is only 1.4 times faster than the PACE8 parallel run. The inherent speed of the processor and the
advantage of optimising and vectorising the code account for the
superior speed of the sequential LANDMARK run compared to the
PACE-8 parallel run. -~
(b) Parallel runs on BARC Parallel Processing Systems (BPPS):
Results of PROLSQ runs on BPPS-5 and BPPS-8 are listed in
Tables 2and 3. As in the . case of PACE-8, only XSFREF and CALc
have been parallelised for this system. However, an additional
choice to use any number of processors, including the master has
been incorporated in this parallel version of PROLSQ. It is clear
from these results that the speed-up achieved by the parallelised
portion of PROLSQ is nearly n-fold when n processors are used. A
comparison with the ND sequential run and PACE-8 parallel run
shows that a parallel PROLSQ run on BPPS-8 is about 118 times
faster than a sequential run on ND-570 computer, and .about 46
times faster than a parallel run on the PACE-8 system.
Table-l: Runtimes (in Sees) of PROLSQ on ND-570, LANDMARK and
PACE-8 systems. Columns A, B and C correspond, respectively, to
compilation with standard options, with an additional -0LM option
and with additional -0LM and vector options
ND-570

XSFREF & CALC
Other routines
Entire PROLSQ

PACEr-8

LANDMARK

9560
168
9728

(A)

(B)

2622
50
2672

1153
41
1194

(C)
625.3
37.6
662.9

3746
171
3917

Table-2: Runtimes (in Sees) of PROLSQ on BPPS-5. The number of
processors (master + no. of slaves) used in each run is shown at
the top of each column.

XSFREF & CALC
Other routines
Entire PROLSQ

1+0

1+1

1 + 2

1 + 3

1 + 4

604.0
35.5
639.5

305.9
35.5
341.4

206.2
35.5
241.7

156.4
35.5
191.9

126.2
35.5
161.7
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Table-3. Runtimes (in sees) of PROLSQ on BPPS-8. The three rows
correspond, respectively to timings for XSFREF &
CALC, other
routines and entire PROLSQ. The number of processors (master +
no. of slaves) used in each run is given at the top of each
column.

1 + 0
(1) 6 0 6 . 5
35.5
(2)
(3) 6 4 2 . 0

1 + 1

1 + 2

1 + 3

1 + 4

1 + 5

1 + 6

1 + 7

307.6
35.5
343.1

207.4
35.4
242.8

157.3
35.4
192.7

126.8
35.4
162.2

106.8
35.4
142.2

92.7
35.4
128.1

80.5
37.7
118.2
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60.

Structural aspects of HTSC-Neutron Diffraction Studies
A.Sequeira, Presented at Natl. Symp. on Physics
Chemistry of HTSC, Osmania Univ., 22-23 March 1991.

61.

and

Recent neutron scattering studies of the high temperature
superconducting materials, A.Segueira, Presented at the
Ann. Meeting of MRSI, NPL, 9-10, 1991.

62. . Stability of four year old YBa2Cu.j07_x, A.Sequeira,
H. Rajagopal, P.V.P.S.S. Sastry, J.V.Yakhmi, R.M.Iyer and
B.A.Dasannacharya, Presented at Intl. Conf. Neut. Scatt.,
Oxford, 27-30 Aug. 1991.
63.

Conductivity and dielectric response of doped KTiOP04
P.U.M.sastry, M.S.Somayazulu and A.Sequeira. Solid State
Physics (India) 34C (1991) p255.

64.

Synthesis and characterisation of Tl-free superconductor
- Pb 0 C C U Q 5SrLaCuOv, R.Sharma, A.Sequeira, J.V.Yakhmi and
S.K.Malik,'Solid State Physics (India) 35C (1992) p312

65.

Single
crystal neutron study of
Ba
Q.92Ca0.08T-'-o3' H.Rajagopal,
A.Sequeira, B.A.Dasannacharya
Solid State Physics (India) 35C

ferroelectric
P.U.M.Sastry,
and P.Ramasamy,
(1992) 376

BARC Internal Reports
1.

Design, development and testing of a SC-HGMS by K.L.Patel,
Y.D.Dande, T.Srinivasan, A.P.Bagool, NPH Padmanabhan,
K.Sridhar, A.K.Singh, M.Mohan Rao and N.K.Rao in BARC/92/I/1
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Theses Submitted to Bombay University for Ph.D Degree
1.

Studies of Surface Segregation in Binary Alloys
by N.C.Jain, 1991.

2.

Thermal, Dynamic and Structural Studies of Model Membranes
and their Interactions with Proteins and Drugs by
P.S.Parvathanathan, 1992.

3.

Crystallographic Studies of Biological Macromolecules:
Structural Investigations of Carbonic Anhydrase Isoenzymes
by vinay Kumar, 1992.

Book Chapter
First principles study of the electronic structure of tin at
different pressures, H.G.Salunke, G.P.Das and N.E.Christensen
in Recent trends in high pressure research. Ed. A.K.Singh
(Oxford & IBH Publishing Co., New Delhi, 1992) pl03
Dhruva National Facility based Workshops
The following workshops were conducted jointly with the Inter
University consortium:
1. INTRODUCTORY COURSE ON NEUTRONS AS PROBES OF CONDENSED
MATTER-III at Indian Institute of Technology, Madras and Bhabha
Atomic Research Centre, Bombay between June 10 - 28, 1991.
2. INTRODUCTORY COURSE ON NEUTRONS AS PROBES OF CONDENSED
MATTER-IV at Centre for Advanced Technology, Indore and Bhabha
Atomic Research Centre, Bombay between Oct 31 - Nov 20, 1992.
* * * * *
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